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Q15 - Do you have any comments about the garbage container sizes?

Do you have any comments about the garbage container sizes? Tag 1 Tag 2 Tag 3 Tag 4

Great Plan/Idea! Love it!
General positive 
comment

Perhaps adding a 20 gallon option would be good.
Smaller garbage 
can

I only fill the small container about once a month, so I would not like to pay as much as those who put out containers every week.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Much lower cost for the small.bin and much higher cost for both bigger ones. 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

We produce so little garbage that one a month pickup of the smallest can is all we need.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

SIZE IS ONE THING BUT REACH OUT TO CUSTOMERS AND IF THE CONTAINER IS NOT FULL DON'T PUT IT OUT . MY WIFE PUTS NEARLY 
EMPTY CANS OUT BECAUSE SHE SAYS SHE'S PAYING FOR IT EACH WEEK. 

More education on 
collection

My small container is usually adequate and manageable.
Likes small garbage 
can

Maybe make the larger ones even more costly. 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

90 gal Square does not hold as much as 90 gal Round - Despite said Volume
Dislikes container 
shape

Square Container does not hold as much as Old Round Container - Despite said Volume
Dislikes container 
shape

Thank you for the 3 options.
General positive 
comment

Square Container does not hold as much as Old Round Container - Despite said Volume
Dislikes container 
shape

Mine is pretty big so I will downsize.  Will downsize

Square container does not hold as much as old round container dispite volume said
Dislikes container 
shape

I think more households could and should get smaller cans. 
Likes small garbage 
can

How do I know what size I have? I may be able to go down a size. Will downsize
Downsize 
confusion 

I think your current program is a good one!
General positive 
comment

It would be nice to have a smaller recycling bin option. I see a lot of old people struggling.
Smaller 
blue/brown cans

We went to the smallest can a few years ago.  Maybe the option could be better publicized?  (Don't know.)
Downsize 
confusion

Likes small garbage 
can

Big cans for everyone. Dig another landfill if needed -- 10,000 square miles of desert out there. One can size
I was not aware that the recycle and green waste fee was based on the garbage can size. Misc

Allow house to change size each quarter.
Downsize 
confusion



no -

I could use the smallest container
Likes small garbage 
can

How do I figure out the size of my can?
Downsize 
confusion

Size doesn't isn't an incentive for me to reduce waste; rather I collect waste and than order the can that will accommodate it best.  
I'm very grateful for the variety of sizes as I usually put one of each can out per month.  Sometimes I put out the green garbage can 
twice monthly.                                                                        

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

General positive 
comment

Wish there was a discount for the weeks you didnâ€™t put bins out on the curb because you didnâ€™t have garbage. We only put our 
bins out once every two-ish weeks and Iâ€™m not big on paying for all the weeks when we didnâ€™t even use them because of our 
efforts to reduce waste. 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Every-other-week 
or share cans

I got the large size can years ago and was unaware there were small cans appropriate to our garbage stream. We'll downsize the can, 
but our garbage stream won't be lessened.

Size doesn't 
incentivize Will downsize

I would actually charge even more for the 60 and 90 gal containers.  The 60 gal can is 1.5 times the 40 gal can so charge 1.5 times the 
40 gal rate, same for the 90 gal can.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

everyone should get a 90 gallon can for the low price. you save money by not having to buy all three sizes of cans. plus you save by 
not having to transport cans of different sizes just because some one doesn't want a big can. why would you care whether its half 
empty or not. plus when the custpmer needs more space they have to dump their garbadge in some one elses can or keep it till the 
next week. We already have huge rat problem in slc. Now if you want to help there I would pay more.   

Size doesn't 
incentivize One can size

Likes big garbage 
can

Most renters in our neighborhood are too lazy to recycle. Maybe if landlords charged extra not to recycle
Recycling 
important Questions recycling

Here's why I say no.  I have little waste but like how the 90 gallon fits in the space I have for cans.  Mine is rarely even 25% full.  Also I 
have a neighbor with a small can.  They put their trash in mine or other neighbors cans every week when it's on the street.  I pay for a 
larger can yet they (without ever asking me) piggy pack on my expense. Misc
cans are expensive Too expensive
I use the cans i was given. Misc

Multiple container sizes is an incentive also to match with available storage/driveway space for containers.
Size does 
incentivize

no -

some people keep the larger  container but only put it out twice a month- - they shouldn't be penalized
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Being able to pick the size of my bin  does not incentivize waste reduction in any way.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I think the price difference between the sizes should be greater to incentivize the use of the smaller can.
Likes small garbage 
can

Size does 
incentivize

If you had something smaller than 40 gallon, that would provide even more incentive.
Size does 
incentivize

You may want to make the price for fullsize even more, to really incentivize reduced waste.
Size does 
incentivize

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Iâ€™d love an even SMALLER container option.
Smaller garbage 
can

But multihouseholds should be encouraged to share containers to reduce haul cost and pollution
Every-other-week 
or share cans



It works unless your neighbors with the extra large can still stuff their extra garbage in their other neighbor's bins so they are 
overflowing. I think the bins should be smaller and that the 90 gallon should not even be an option for weekly pick-up.

Smaller garbage 
can

If at all possible, could the amounts of garbage be quantitated and reported on a monthly basis for we customers to better monitor 
our annual garbage production?

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

If we were able to recycle more, we'd need a smaller container, but i'm afraid to change the container in case of need.  Recycle more items

We could easily go with with a 40 Gallon garbage can
Likes small garbage 
can

I would say yes if the price brackets were lower Too expensive

I like having the large can so I can do a cleaning project at home or bring trash home from work if I need to and have some space to 
do it. Even the large cans are to small for anything other than small projects without pilling stuff up for a week or two.

General positive 
comment

I think they are great. I use the large size. Fewer trips to the curb.
General positive 
comment

Size has nothing to do with intent to reduce waste, but rather household occupancy size.  
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

one can go weeks without any garbage and then need a large size for clean up Misc

I have the 40 Gal container and only put it out approximately once a month
Likes small garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

I feel that larger families may feel burdened by the cost if they need 2 cans. They household costs are already higher
Fee structure 
unfair

Wow!  Now that I know I can get additional greenery containers at no cost. I could easily reduce my garbage can size!  My 90 gallon 
garbage can is usually two-thirds full of greenery because my brown can is always filled with yard waste to overflowing, as were my 
Leaves Only cans for the allowed 8 weeks I had them.

Compost 
important Likes extra leaf bins Will downsize

I do not want an increase in garbage collection fees. Too expensive

You should charge more for the larger cans--I pay more/gallon for using the smallest size for my family--how about fixing this!

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

As a retired couple we do not have a lot of waste and appreciate the 40 gallon option. Sometimes we only put it out every other 
week.

Likes small garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Recently, recycling was scaled back meaning that more items will be going to the landfill.It would be good to find more (or use more) 
items that can be recycled. I hope that we can continue to use the smaller size waste bins.

Likes small garbage 
can Recycle more items

It usually takes us a few weeks to fill our 90 gallon can so we only place it curbside 1 or 2 times a month. We thought about moving to 
a smaller can but the cost incentive was too low to make it feel worth our while. I think if there was a bigger price difference between 
the different sizes more people would switch. A single resident household filling up a 90 gallon can each week is producing way too 
much garbage.

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Likes small garbage 
can

I wish I knew how to change my size easier! We never use our whole hats and can, do we could easily save money and reduce if it was 
easier.

Downsize 
confusion

it's amazing to me that people still use the large waste containers. Our small container is never more than half full!
Likes small garbage 
can

Yes, consider biweekly or monthly pick ups for garbage.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

there could be even a smaller size than 40 gal.
Smaller garbage 
can



Perhaps a smaller option for recycling bin. People often put them out when less than half full, or contaminate by using for other 
purposes.

Smaller 
blue/brown cans

Every-other-week 
or share cans

No -
As previously recommended (above) the City needs to "make things right" until a new annual tree waste program is implemented by 
allow for a FREE upgrade for their green cans! Misc
NO! EXCEPT THEM FEES ARE HIGH ENOUGH AS IS, The rest of the services that the city offers i really don,t need,& i don,t want to pay 
for someone else,s use of these extera services. Too expensive

this is a great system and should be continued
General positive 
comment

We very often don't fill the large one, but sometimes we do.  Not sure there is a better solution.
General positive 
comment

How can people create LESS waste with all this paper now that we THROW OUT???? Service complaint

The price difference is barely a difference between cans
Increase spread of 
fees

The volume of the container is largely irrelevent, particularly for recyclables.  Cardboard boxes are a pain in the ass to fit into even the 
90 gallon bins so the volume itself is really small and not really correlated with how much actual recycling I throw away. Similarly, with 
trash, sometimes compress relatively easily with a machine such as styrofoam but take up huge amounts of space in the bin so 
discriminating by volume doesn't seem to make sense to me.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I think they should have a reader on the garbage trucks that charges you for every time your bins are used on the street versus a size 
of the bin  fee.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Do they get checked by someone? When does one get replaced?
More education on 
collection

I use 40 gallon garbage and rarely need more than 1 pick up per month
Likes small garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

YES Please encourage people to Only put the can out when FULL!!!!! My own neighbors put out a near emtpy can each week and that 
is a Total Waste!

More education on 
collection

But on ur recycle can why would u NOT take plastic bag instead of putting  it in land fill
Plastic bag 
recycling

lI am using the old cans that seem to have different prices.  I am opposed to inventive programs for which the city takes a premium in 
charges.  The system is a service, not a social welfare program. Too expensive

I downgraded both of my garbage cans (one for my primary home and one for my rental home) to the smallest 40 gallon because we 
just don't produce that much trash. I don't even have to take it out every week. But I can see that for some people, that would be a 
hassle to call and change. It seems like the standard size is much bigger. Maybe the standard size should be 40 gallon and if residents 
want something larger, they can opt for that larger size. 

Likes small garbage 
can

How are fees determined to promote recycling and reduce need for landfill space?
Recycling 
important

40 gal is still way too big for us. Could do collection once every two weeks or even once a month? Or offer a 20 gal garbage can for 
8.75?

Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

If garbage cans are not put out on a particular week, there should be a rebate. 
Every-other-week 
or share cans

As with any such price-tiered service, it disincentivizes the poor from using it.
Fee structure 
unfair

I am glad you can pick the size can you need since the family size changes with time.
General positive 
comment



Love the small option - we would think about something smaller if available
Likes small garbage 
can

Smaller garbage 
can

For me it doesn't matter.  With a small bin, I put it out every week.  If I had a large bin, I'd put it out every other week or more.  
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

We only fill our garbage container about once per month.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

90 gal should bee charged about $30 if 40 gal is 13.75. If you sant to save landfill then much more for bigger  

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

I like the different sizes. I think it helps different sized households and City overall.
General positive 
comment

Is the size of the can stamped on it so I can determine the size of my cans? I know my glass can is smaller than the others
Downsize 
confusion

Please make available a 20 gallon container for a lower price.  Or allow us to sign up for every other week.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Smaller garbage 
can

I'm glad to have the choice of sizes.
General positive 
comment

I have a 60 and a 40. I realize it would be cheaper to have one 90 gal, but since I only use the two cans occasionally, it seems silly to 
get the giant one. Hopefully I am subsidizing someone else!

General positive 
comment

The more trash a household generates, they should pay more. A 90 gallon can should be $40.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

My recycling is much bigger than my garbage.  I wonder why more people don't opt for the smaller can
Recycling 
important

houses that generate more wast should pay more-some homes only fill a small can maybe 2 times a month yet are billed for each 
week- maybe supply smaller can and reduce fee to encourage waste reduction

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

 -

I think that most weeks the 40 gallon would work, instead of my 60 gallon, so I could even go smaller
Likes small garbage 
can

I like the smallest one but that only works if Iâ€™m putting newspapers and magazines in the blue bin!
Likes small garbage 
can

we only have one gorcery bag of waste each week as we recycle everything. We wish there is an even smaller container.
Smaller garbage 
can

Recycling 
important

However each household is different sizes. It's easier for a household of 2 (couple) vs a household of 9 (with children and diapers etc) 
to produce less waste. Misc

thanks for the choices.
General positive 
comment

I'm not happy with how cumbersome the 40 gallon can is. I end up just picking up the whole thing becaue it tips from one side to the 
other when I try to wheel it around on the narrow wheel base.  I was much happier with the 90 gallon can, even if I only filled it more 
than half way every once in a while.

Likes big garbage 
can

Dislikes container 
shape

I t is good to have options based on individual needs. These needs change over time as well. 
General positive 
comment

No, I have the 90 gallon can for times when I need to toss more that week then I do normally.  There are may times in the year I don't 
even put my can out for pickup for several weeks in a row.  Maybe change the charge to a per pickup charge.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

I think second and third containers (recycling and garbage) should be at an even higher price.  Misc



constant education works  Remember: Give a hoot don"t pollute?  Teach in schools!  The schools going to see recycle program is very 
effective.  

More education on 
collection

I have the 90 gallons and the almost not enough to fill every week Misc
I think it's a great idea.  However, even with the smallest can, I only put it out 1- 2 times a month.  Sometimes more during the 
summer due to odors but it's rarely full. 

General positive 
comment

no -

Nice to have a choice of size depending on size of family, etc.
General positive 
comment

I don't even use my normal garbage can that much.  I usually throw one trash liner in my neighbor's can, so the pick up truck does not 
need to pick up an almost empty can.

Every-other-week 
or share cans

While I know you fascists like to think you have the right to dictate the behavior of us peons, it would have cost less to buy one size of 
trash container for use in the city.  But hey, it's only tax dollars you're wasting, it's not real money. One can size Too expensive

No, the sizes are normal 
General positive 
comment

Nope. -
No but I will say some of the containers in the Avenues are getting shabby - I see one with graphiti on it all the time. Might need 
replacements now and then.

General positive 
comment Service complaint

I would prefer to be charged by pickup frequency. Even with a small garbage container, I only put it out about once a month. It would 
be nice to incentivize waste reduction by providing savings for using the bin less. 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Large households generate more garbage than small households.  Should families be penalized by how large their family is?  NO!  
Waste management charges should be divided equally among all property owners.  Every property should be issued one standard 
container.  It costs the city the same dollar amount to have a driver and truck come pick up a small vs. large container.  If people can't 
move the larger container, they should be given the option of having a smaller one, but they pay the same.

Size doesn't 
incentivize One can size

We downsized because we produce little garbage and wanted a new can. The city brought us a gross used one. This was 
disappointing.

Likes small garbage 
can Service complaint

I like the small can, it is easy to put out for pick up
Likes small garbage 
can

We have the 90 gallon but don't often fill it. That said, we love the option when it is there. 
Likes big garbage 
can

  I'm Good with the small one I have and I think it great incentive to charge more for larger cans.
Likes small garbage 
can

Size does 
incentivize

Could there be a smaller container with smaller fee for those who produce less garbage?

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Smaller garbage 
can

There must be an alternative such as a pay per use for any size containers.  An automated system with a reader on the truck and 
container surely could be invited.  Or, check with other cities around the globe to find out how the manage household waste 
payments other than just charging a blanket higher fee for households.  In fact, charge each apartment unit, condo unit and not just 
the building and businesses throughout the City easily could see an increase before households.  

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Wish I could pay less as a once a month user of the smallest can :) 
Likes small garbage 
can Too expensive

They are all too big for a 2-4 person household.  Offer even smaller sizes for those of us that consistently recycle and backyard 
compost (and therefore generate very little waste).

Smaller garbage 
can Bins too big

The city should recycle more, so we donâ€™t have to send too much waste to the landfill Recycle more items

price is fair
General positive 
comment



Some weeks we fill up the big container and sometimes we can go 2-3 weeks between putting it out for pickup. I don't feel incentived 
to move to a smaller bin because there are times that it won't do.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Would forcing everyone to have the smaller size be better? Misc
For what it's worth, which is nothing, the new and smaller cans are difficult to balance. Not good for people whose balance is not so 
hot to begin with!

Dislikes container 
shape

We generate very little garbage, as we compost or recycle most everything.
Compost 
important

Recycling 
important

I appreciate the smaller options as a way to encourage less waste per household 
Likes small garbage 
can

Size does 
incentivize

we would like to downsize to the smallest container 40 gal ?
Downsize 
confusion

just use the ones in the area already
General positive 
comment

Just use the can next door with permission
Every-other-week 
or share cans

no -

However the limited items that can be recycled and separating films reduces the number of items recycled Recycle more items

It makes perfect sense.
General positive 
comment

Should offer a smaller size also. 
Smaller garbage 
can

I like this plan.
General positive 
comment

We purchased our house and have just been using the same bins as the people before us even though we usually only have one single 
bag of garbage a week. Also, our neighbors put their cans with ours since they cannot in front of their driveway due to obstructions. 
Unsure if this costs us extra. Misc
make them standard and dcharge everyone the same regardless of size One can size
I need to change mine to all 40 gallon Will downsize

Perfect for my household
General positive 
comment

Doesn't matter the price of the can, if you only put your can out once a month you could charge the same as someone who puts them 
out four times a month. Does that sound fair to you?

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Fee structure 
unfair

No -

I have the 40 gallon container and I don't even fill that up every week.  It would not be fair to charge me some sort of fixed rate for 
only one size since I do so well with the smallest one.  I do however wish you would change the way you do your billing because the 
charge for my container is never $13.75.  It is different every month as are some of the other charges too.  When I called to ask about 
that, it was explained as varying because it is based on some sort of daily charge and the number of days billed each time is different.  
I still don't totally understand but sort of do.  Maybe an explanation in the bills would help.  It's just that you order the specific size 
and then it appears you're never being charged that amount and of course it's always more.  Hope that's clear.  

Likes small garbage 
can

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

I rarely if ever have filled the smallest one in one week Misc

Good option of sizes and very reasonable cost
General positive 
comment

I would like to be able to opt for number of services a month as well such as weekly, twice a month or once a month. 
Every-other-week 
or share cans



It would be more fair to charge based on the amount of garbage, recycling and compost a resident produces.  Spread the charge 
among all container types, less for the small containers, and with an opt-out option.  For example, for those who compost the yard 
trimmings in their back yard garden, the brown container serves primarily as yard art or stand up table.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Some homes with single elderly people donâ€™t use as much as a family of four or more but charged the same rates!!!!! Not fare

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

The smallest has been enough for our family of four
Likes small garbage 
can

The price difference between sizes should be larger to encourage people to have less trash.  The cost is not in proportion to the size of 
the bin.  If the 60gallon is std, the smaller one should be 50% less and the larger one 50% more

Increase spread of 
fees

No -

Even with the 40 gallon can, we only take it to the curb once/month, at the very most. This will change if we're asked to trash our 
paper, like Murray and Draper. I sometimes wish we paid per lb, or per pickup. That might incentivize waste reduction and filling up 
bins moreso than having smaller cans for less $ per month.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

It doesnâ€™t appear that the prices match the bill. I am charged by the day, and last month was charged for 35 days so the charge is 
$2 more than stated. This seems to be a pattern, in looking at past bills. Service complaint

current size works very well for us
General positive 
comment

The 40 gallon size is adequate for our needs - thanks
General positive 
comment

Likes small garbage 
can

Eliminate the 90 gallon unless requested Eliminate 90 gallon

If people cannot afford the larger size garbage cans, more garbage will be prevalent in the City.
Size does 
incentivize

Just because I have a 90 gallon can, doesn't mean I fill it and so why the extra charge. you assume and charge under a  wrong use. my 
garbage usually fits into a 40 gallon 9/10 of the time. Bad on SLC

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Fee structure 
unfair

Iâ€™d suggest higher rates on the largest size. 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

get rid of the 90 gallon container.  If its available people will fill it.  In other local government areas eliminating large containers made 
people more conscious of their waster generation and more thoughtful about addressing it. Eliminate 90 gallon

Love the option of the smallest bin!
Likes small garbage 
can

I like the option to use smaller containers, I think the largest one should cost a bit more.
General positive 
comment

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

size needed depends on continued full recycling
Recycling 
important

Perhaps smaller other containers outside of garbage containers, as some have smaller household and have less of everything. Fees for 
smaller cans could be passed on to the consumer making them a more savvy consumer.

Smaller 
blue/brown cans

garbgage containers are fine but should be changed as family needs change

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual



We get the larger can to reduce the number of times we have to take it out to the street. Most of the time, this is only ince every 2-3 
weeks.

Every-other-week 
or share cans

I did not know about the options! That is frustrating. How did I miss this change allegedly ihn 2009. I owned this property well before 
then. Survey complaint

they are perfect!
General positive 
comment

Need to arrange for next smaller size Will downsize

Iâ€™ve had to use the larger can for my family because of all the recycling restrictions. In addition, o had to use the big can for large 
items that used to be picked up curbside. Iâ€™ve even had to put in yard waste because I had too much for my single can. 

Likes big garbage 
can Recycle more items

If you want us to reduce, than increase what you accept to recycle Recycle more items

The size of the garbage cans is not incentivized anyone to reduce their waste.  Trying to get me to downsize my bin as well as others 
will only generate less income for your programs, not incentivize me to reduce my waste.  I do not fill my green bin and could easily 
downsize.  If everyone were to do that, the city would be a lot worse off.  Not sure why you are pushing that.

Likes big garbage 
can

Size does not 
incentivize

Love it! I'd love an option for an even less frequent pick-up.  Maybe identified by a striped lid or something similar that would only be 
dumped once a month.

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Trucks won't handle smaller cans; Previous comment - option for reducing collection frequency would be another potential. 
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Likes big garbage 
cans

Perhaps over time you can phase out the 90 gallon containers Eliminate 90 gallon

As mentioned previously, we waste less and only used service every other week on recycling and normal waste. Waste reduction
Recycling 
important

The size of the garbage can does not incentivize anyone to use less waste
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I'm a small household so the smaller size is perfect for me and I appreciate that.
Likes small garbage 
can

Some weeks I have more garbage than others. It would be nice if I could have both a 40 gallon and a 90 gallon can, and would be 
charged each week based on which can I use that week. That would be a lot of overhead for you, keeping track of all that - maybe 
there could be a way to automate that. GPS location of the truck + google-maps-style cameras on the truck to determine which size 
can I used that week. I think this would really incentivize people to generate less trash - give everyone two bins and charge them 
based on which they use that week. Or here's an idea: add weight sensors to the arm that lifts the garbage cans into the truck. Charge 
based on the weight of garbage thrown away. Either way, I applaud your efforts to reduce waste generation.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Even with the smaller container, I don't always need to take it to the curb weekly. Maybe it is because I recycle well but I don't even 
need to take the recycle contain to the curb weekly.

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Hey what doesn't fit in the compost/leaf can then all goes in the trash/garbage can....that is why I have a larger trash can....has 
nothing to do with the size of my family.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I already use. The 40 gallon garbage can additional cost will not help me at all Too expensive

I agree that with yard waste and blue recycling cans, many families only need the small can.  Smaller cans encourage users to recycle 
as much as possible. But there is still an option for the giant can for those who want/need it.  If it takes up more "real estate" in the 
landfill, then I think it is fair to charge more.

Recycling 
important

Compost 
important

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

I didn't know I had a choice of sizes and costs! Misc
It's not your place to incentivize waste production. Misc
No para que dÃ© todos modos cobran mÃ¡s Too expensive Spanish



As soon as we learned of the smaller waste container, we ordered it. Sometimes, weâ€™ll skip taking it to the curb a week, our waste 
reduction efforts have been that successful.

Likes small garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

I think the automatic bin given should be 40 gallon unless otherwise specified by the home owner 
Likes small garbage 
can One can size

After a original fee based on the size of the can the monthly fee should be based on the number of people living at the house. I have a 
big can for occasional use but usually only have one bag.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

People throwing away a lot should pay for it. People conserving and recycling should pay less.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Most people toss all their waste in the trash because your trash bin police! Why separate any of it why the garbage police look for the 
slightest reason to staple the bin closed. You guys want it separated now your trash patrol can separate it at the landfill and do 
something worth their pay.

Doesn't like 
Enforcement Team

I have 2 but l only use 1 Misc
I wish I would have known Misc

I don't see where letting richer people have larger trash cans "incentivizes waste reduction".  Seems like it just sets up a system where 
those who are better off can throw more * away.  Am I missing something here? Language

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Fee structure 
unfair

I think you should offer every other week service too at a reduced cost.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Current fees are not fair.  40 gal can is less than half capacity of 90 gal can. 40 gal can should be half the cost of 90 gal.
Fee structure 
unfair

A human being produces a set amount of garbage. Your system only looks at costs. a low income family can only afford a smaller can, 
but if has say 10 people you aren't going to reduce the size of their garbage, just make their lives harder

Fee structure 
unfair

Make price difference larger between largest and smallest cans to incentivize waste reduction
Increase spread of 
fees

It would be helpful to have an even smaller option available for smaller households
Smaller garbage 
can

No -
what is "incentivize waste reduction"?  People either have waste (regular, recycle, or compost) or they don't. Misc

I moved in and the containers were here. I'd like smaller cheaper garbage containers.
Downsize 
confusion

I like having options
General positive 
comment

Its not okay, nor is it good when you refuse to recycle many items and then charge more to use a larger can because it is now 
necessary.  How about you actually negotiate with a true recycle service provider and recycle all of the things that really can and 
should be recycled?! Recycle more items

Transition to 
private haulers

Fee structure 
unfair

I think the cost should increase for the larger size container and recycling should be made easier to include such items as plastic bags. 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Recycling 
important Recycle more items

I was unaware of this choice. I have been living at my house in Sugarhouse for 13 years, and I have always had the same size trash 
can. We could easyily go to a 40 gal can at almost half the price. 

Downsize 
confusion

Charge by the pound.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual



how do i choose?
Downsize 
confusion

Use larger containers and only pick up once every 2 weeks. One can size
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Likes big garbage 
can

Love it!
General positive 
comment

no -

We really appreciate the cost savings of having a smaller can as well as free recycling.
Likes small garbage 
can

Recycling 
important

No -
I put out my brown trash container only once a month. Misc

we use the smallest.  We try our best to produce as little waste as possible.  At times, our garbage is put out once every 2 weeks.
Likes small garbage 
can Waste reduction

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Would be good to switch to 40 gallon
Likes small garbage 
can

no -
I only understand a smaller container because they're a little heavy for my elderly neighbors. that's all Misc

Larger cans should be more expensive to use
Increase spread of 
fees

I could actually use an even smaller can. My 40G takes months to fill.
Smaller garbage 
can

Why isn't the 40 gallon can less that half the price of the 90 gallon can. It's less than 1/2 the garbage, it should be less than 1/2 the 
price.

Increase spread of 
fees

largest size a bit much eh? Misc
The 90 gallons should have a high premium, and the 45 gallon should be reduced to make people try to reclycle and generate less 
trash.,  

Increase spread of 
fees

Size does 
incentivize

No -

This is the best program wish you had one size smaller
General positive 
comment

Smaller garbage 
can

That is a great option for those who just live with a partner. 
General positive 
comment

Likes small garbage 
can

no -

I have the smallest can, only put it out about once a month and it is rarely more than half full. My nieghbors put out overflowing cans 
weekly.  I would like a cheaper option for less frequent pickup

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Increase spread of 
fees

New residents should not have to pay to have the old resident's can removed when starting service. This would encourage use of the 
correct sized bin

Downsize 
confusion

We never have our garbage bin even half full, but are paying the full price, so I donâ€™t see as an incentive to minimize the waisr
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I appreciate that we can choose the size of our garbage containers and those that select larger ones pay more. 
General positive 
comment

I really like this option. Iâ€™m grateful for trash collection!
General positive 
comment

As SLC dump fees are usually around $15, I feel that people needing larger than a 40 gal can should be charged more than currently 
appropriated.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Increase spread of 
fees

Some may choose the size they can afford
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Make the large cans much more costly. $3.25 per month doesnâ€™t incentivize me to make less waste
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Increase spread of 
fees



We've been paying at the rate for the large contaniner, when probably the smallest would work, on a "just in case" principle.
Likes big garbage 
can

Our household does NOT generate much waste, so we should not have to pay as much.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Clear recycling and compost guidelines could be more helpful
More education on 
recycling

More education on 
compost

If you already have a small container and really only set it out  1 or 2 times a month I dont feel like I should have to pay more.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

The City doesn't have to buy more land for landfill, just build up a mountain at the current landfill. Misc

Small garbage bins for every household, so big families have to learn to recycle more.
Size does 
incentivize

Likes small garbage 
can One can size

Is it possible to get small cans for recycle,  I only put my blue can out about every third week.
Smaller 
blue/brown cans

I have the smallest and donâ€™t even put it out each week.
Likes small garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

I have the 90 gallon container.  I fill it all the way up a few times each year.  Most of the time it is filled up only halfway.  But the price 
point difference is too small to make the change worth it, because on the weeks I need the large can...I have no where else to put the 
garbage.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I could use a smaller garbage container.
Likes small garbage 
can

no -

I think it's a rather smart way to get people to create less waste.  The tricky thing is that we, like we imagine most people, need 
different amounts of space at different times of the year.  During spring cleaning and the holidays, we need all the space we can get!  
During the rest of the year, the 40-gallon would certainly be fine.  I would get the smaller can myself, but the very first time we ran 
out of space, I'd be hearing about it from the missus, I can assure you!

General positive 
comment

I will be downsizing in 2020 Will downsize

What keeps people from paying for smaller container, but could use ours for overflow? Cheat System City growth anxiety
I know a few neighbors that have the 90 gallon containers, and they forget to take their cans out every week.  I also produce so little 
garbage (even with my 40 gallon can), that it is unnecessary for me to have it picked up every week.  Although, I usually do take it to 
the street, because I am paying for the service.

Every-other-week 
or share cans

People just over fill there smaller can and it spill on the ground. Stop send people around to SPECT our garbage cans you would save 
money not paying them and not pay for the vehicle cost

Doesn't like 
Enforcement Team

Smallest and middle size should be the only options. Single family filling a 90 gallon container every week needs to rethink their 
personal consumption rates. Eliminate 90 gallon
NO.....BRING BACK YEARLY CURBSIDE CLEAN UP Return to NCU

We recycle everything we can & only put our can out every other week to once a month. Having a smaller can doesn't make it any 
different.

Recycling 
important

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

no -

The size selection seems adequate
General positive 
comment



I believe the ideas you come up with to incentivize people are probably coming from white educated people.  The problem is the ideas 
you come up might be effective for folks in Sugar House or Harvard Yale or Capital Hill but those same ideas won't work in 
neighborhoods like Rose Park, West Valley, Kearns.  The people in Harvard Yale area are at the top of the socio economic ladder.  The 
people in Kearns and Rose Park are at the lower end of the socio economic ladder.  The lives of the people in the Harvard Yale area 
are starkly different from the people in Kearns or Rose Park.  The value set of some of the people in Kearns area is based on how 
tough you are.  The value set in Harvard Yale area is based on how smart you are.  That's just one small comparison.  For whatever 
reason when I drive around Harvard Yale area, I don't see any trash in the streets; however, when I drive around Rose Park or Kearns 
or West Valley I see huge amounts of garbage in the streets and in the yards.  Maybe the city needs to devote equal time to Rose 
Park, Kearns, West Valley in cleaning the streets.  I believe that the city neglects the west side.

Fee structure 
unfair West side

no ... it is perfect the way you have it... stop with adding new services to justify tax increases
General positive 
comment Too expensive

I love that I can have a small trashcan and a large recycling bin.
Likes small garbage 
can

Recycling 
important

I love my small can. I can imagine filling a big one. But I do fill my recycling can almost every week!
Likes small garbage 
can

Recyclling 
important

The options are great. 
General positive 
comment

I am happy you offer multiple sizes- I use the 40 gallon
General positive 
comment

Smaller containers would encourage more recycling.
Size does 
incentivize

Each can should be proportionally charged. For example if 40gal were $10, 60gal would be $15 and 90gal $22.50.
Increase spread of 
fees

At different times I make more use of each of the 3 different bins than at other times. Misc

Obviously incentivizes misuse of recycling, which suggests increased enforcement must be part of the program. 
More education on 
recycling

Garbage is too small since restrictions put on recycling Recycle more items
Likes big garbage 
cans

I like the incentive for less waste!
Size does 
incentivize

I didn't know there were different container sizes/prices Misc

Would prefer a smaller recycling bin option
Smaller 
blue/brown cans

Good in principle but if there is a budget issue, and the majority of citizens are being pushed to a can with less monthly collection 
fees, then won't it just make the budget worse? Misc

I like the different sizes. Several neighbors after seeing my 40 g can have also gotten smaller cans. 
General positive 
comment

Likes small garbage 
can

Already stated, but smaller households should not weight the burden of those larger or less conscious in recycling or more wasteful 
households.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

We find 40 gallon more than large enough for our 2 person household. 
Likes small garbage 
can

Do you have an even smaller one? Because currently, I am using it for Call 2 Haul items. Piece by piece, bit by bit.....
Smaller garbage 
can

I have as much garbage as I have... period.  I feel the fee to collect said garbage is rather high.  What size can I have does not dictate 
the amount of garbage I have.  Thus the smallest can is great for me.  But only having it picked up once a month makes my overall 
garbage cost unreasonable as I pay as much as the next person.

Fee structure 
unfair Too expensive

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I would prefer the smallest garbage container, but since the city reduced the number of recyclables we now have more trash than 
before, and less recyclables. 

Likes small garbage 
can Questions recycling

I could honestly use a smaller garbage.  There are only 2 of us, and we compost in our backyard.
Likes small garbage 
can



Good idea because we never used the large can
Likes small garbage 
can

I think this is a good system
General positive 
comment

I am not sure if I have 60 or 90 gallons. I sometimes skip a pick-up if my container is not up to at least half full. This way the city saves 
on the gas of the vehicle. So I am not sure the size of the container matters.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

if slc continues to redcue teh things that can go into teh recycling cans, thsi will force more garbage and potentially push people into 
more expensive plans Questions recycling 

Most of the time, a medium-sized can would be enough for us, but there are times when we need a larger can.
Likes big garbage 
can

Our large garbage can is the least used. We probably only put it out once a month. The recycle can and compost can has to be 
emptied at least once every two weeks.

Recycling 
important

Compost 
important

Every-other-week 
or share cans

further incentivize waste reduction by increasing fees of the larger garbage cans and keep small can cost as low as possible 
Increase spread of 
fees

I'm about to switch to a smaller can so I'm pretty happy for that option.
General positive 
comment

Likes small garbage 
can

I rarely fill the 90gal but it is nice to have it if I clean out and area of the house. 
Likes big garbage 
can

Absolutely. Pay for what you use. It has to go somewhere and the citizens need to become incumbent on dealing with their wast like 
some other modern nations. 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

I would gladly take a smaller garbage bin 
Likes small garbage 
can

Maybe a 70 gallon size
Smaller garbage 
can

If the goal is to incentivize waste reduction, we should be moving to smaller can sizes for everyone, or charging significantly more 
money for the larger cans, which clearly isn't the case because proportionately, the large cans cost way less than the small one, which 
doesn't make any sense. 

Increase spread of 
fees

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Charge significantly more for the larger sizes of garbage collection. More than double the size isn't double the cost, it should be at 
least double, maybe triple to discourage excessive waste/consumerism

Increase spread of 
fees

It would be more incentived if the medium can cost less.
Increase spread of 
fees

I use the smallest can. Itâ€™s more than enough room for me.
Likes small garbage 
can

This small 40 gal. we use, you have us listed as 90 gal. for $21 we went from 90 to 40 about a year ago. Please make sure we pay for 
the small one not the large one. Thank you! Service complaint
Sometimes such as following a holiday I want my big can. But usually I only fill it â…“ full weekly. I donâ€™t want to be dictated when I 
fill it. I am a responsible, conscientious person. 

Likes big garbage 
can

Pretty much impossible to do anything less than 90 gallons if you have young kids 
Likes big garbage 
can

Allow older residents to opt out and share with others
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Can I get a smaller recycling container?
Smaller 
blue/brown cans

The City replaced my 90 gallon recycle can with a small one, not at my knowledge or request. They just did it. Service complaint

I work hard to recycle and compost, so I appreciate being able to have a smaller trash can and that I am charged a smaller fee for it.
General positive 
comment

Recycling 
important

Compost 
important

The more we recycle, the less garbage we need!
General positive 
comment



The PER DAY rates we are charged often result in higher 'monthly' costs! Our cost last 'month' for our 90 gal container was over $23. I 
find this to be a shady tactic. Service complaint
No. -

Smaller trash bins for less money would be great. We never fill our trash bins. Either 30 or 20 gallon

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Fair as long as someone does not get multiple smaller cans for the lower one can fee.
General positive 
comment

Can you exchange the current size can for a smaller size at no cost?
Downsize 
confusion

Having the smallest garbage can and the big recycling can has forced my family to pay attention to recyclables because otherwise we 
would have too much trash and our can would overflow

Size does 
incentivize

Recycling 
important

Recycling bins should not be different sizes different prices Misc
Thanks for offering different sizes and price points. I fill mine with extra dirt, leaves, debris that doesn't fit in brown bin. I think you 
should make the blue bins SMALLER and get quality recycle-able material. Right now, people pay for small garbage and fill the other 
bins with their extra.

General positive 
comment

Smaller 
blue/brown cans

I recently fell into the old heavy  garbage container. I am in my 80s, and cleaning the leaves from the gutter on 18th. The force 
slammed me headfirst into the can, and the left side of my face slammed against the wall of the dirty can. I was scared that my 
glasses were broken, as they are specilly made, but they were not. MY friends and i all had a good laugh,. It happened on Veterans 
Day, and I had a very black eye, which started to go away on Friday. No one could see how it could happen, so I drew a cartoon, and 
now some of them who've seen the cartoon, get it. It was just that the can is so heavy. Misc

Canâ€™t even fill my 40 gallon once/month....smaller option for those that ACTIVELY recycle instead of passively?
Smaller garbage 
can

We only put the waste can when it's full-- once or twice a month. I wish there were a way to note when someone puts out their can.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Every-other-week 
or share cans

The people I know that use smaller cans have smaller households to begin with and are not using them as incentive to create less 
waste

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

given that household size varies, this incentivation seems appropriate and sufficient.  more education on how people can save on 
waste might help (I notice an inverse relationship between socioeconomics and volume on garbage)

Size does 
incentivize

More education on 
collection

I like the smaller containers. I would also like a smaller container for the recycling.
Likes small garbage 
can

Smaller 
blue/brown cans

My trash consists of 1 to 3 walmart bags of garbage weekly, just a few pounds. Yet, I pay the same as others who fill their cans with 
loads of heavy trash. The city should have a weight-based payment system, or a smaller can for those who need only 10-20 gallons for 
trash disposal.

Smaller garbage 
can

It is not clear to me which can I have....40, 60 or 90
Downsize 
confusion

We have a small bin for garbage. Automatic arms are hard on the small bins; one hinge is broken but it still functions. Service complaint

Tell The drivers to stop Breaking them.  Banging them breaks them Service complaint

I was thrilled when the city offered smaller garbage receptacles.  I love this.
Likes small garbage 
can

Love the small one!!
Likes small garbage 
can

No -

I could use a smaller garbage can but with so many mature trees in the city the brown waste can is never large enough in the Fall.
Compost 
important

Likes small garbage 
can

Fair Only for a flat rate for collection.  Recyclables should pay their own way.  Ban plastic containers in favor of glass and metal.  Glass 
can 

Fee structure 
unfair

Recycling 
important



Should be based on #pickups

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

The city's purpose is to have city services. Stop with the millions of wasted dollars on bike paths no one uses and get down to basics. I 
am constantly run off the side walks by bikers that will not use the bike lanes that run along side the side walks. Put real services back 
in place. Misc

We need to educate society much better so that we separate recycling and minimize waste.
More education on 
recycling

Compost/yard waste saves the city (it would seem) by keeping items in cans, rather than on streets 
Compost 
important

I want go down to a smaller size since we don't use most of the big one, but I don't know how.
Downsize 
confusion

This is fair - making choices to produce less waste should be rewarded...could have smaller sizes
General positive 
comment

Smaller garbage 
can

The increase in price as one moves to a lareger can should be steeper. The move from 60 to 90 gallons is a 50 % increase in capacity, 
yet only a 19% increase in cost.

Increase spread of 
fees

Please continue the container size choices - thank you!
General positive 
comment

I appreciate the options.  I might be able to downsize further. 
General positive 
comment

Likes small garbage 
can

Was not aware that three sizes were available and the 60 gallon would certainly fit our needs.
Downsize 
confusion

I didn't know about the price differences!
Downsize 
confusion

Too expensive for the amount of waste that my household produces. Too expensive

I didn't know you could choose a size for a better rate, I will probably take advantage of that.
Downsize 
confusion Will downsize

possibly supply the mid-sized as the default and have people request larger bins if they need them.  Eliminate 90 gallon

like the option for smaller can.  As the family size decreases I can decrease the size and cost of the can.
Likes small garbage 
can

I appreciate being able to choose can size. 
General positive 
comment

I only fill my can occasionally but heard that if I got a smaller can I can't change for an entire year. Scared me into keeping a larger size 
than I probably need most of the time. 

Likes big garbage 
can

did not know  different sizes were available or how to access them
Downsize 
confusion

no -

I agree with the size options because different home have different needs. 
General positive 
comment

The large ones should be even more expensive. 
Increase spread of 
fees

I would appreciate a smaller size available as well. 
Smaller garbage 
can

Obvious - if you have more waste - you pay more.  SIMPLE!

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

No -

Offer Recycling of more products Recycle more items

I like having a choice
General positive 
comment



Someone came to my door last month to see if we wanted to change sizes.  I said yes, and it never happened.  No one ever came to 
pick up old and deliver new size Service complaint

Downsize 
confusion

How do I change the size of my garbage can?
Downsize 
confusion

Probably 50 weeks out of the year we could use a 10 gallon can!
Smaller garbage 
can

Many things can no longer be recycled, so more things go in the trash.  As this continues, it will be difficult to continue to use the 
small container. Questions recycling Recycle more items

You keep changing what can be recycled so it increases what needs to be thrown in the trash.  Not very smart.. Questions recycling 

They are fine.
General positive 
comment

I want a smaller one. We rarely put out the small one as it is. 
Smaller garbage 
can

No -

Good to know. I don't take my garbage out to the curb every week because it's usually not full. Maybe I just need a smaller container
Likes small garbage 
can

Are you kidding me? It is a trash can. Ignorance at its best Misc

not fare it does not cost SLC any more to pick up a small can than a large one.
Fee structure 
unfair

glad to have this option especially as our household size has diminished
General positive 
comment

I think most folks do not need the large size. Again there are simply too many containers littering the streets of the Avenues. 
Likes small garbage 
can

Our household could get by with an even smaller container, less than 40 gallon.
Smaller garbage 
can

Only rarely do I come close to filling my garbage container; it is either a 60 or 40 gallon.  Personally, for most weeks, I only need a 
small container, smaller than now offered. 

Smaller garbage 
can

I was able to reduce the size of the garbage container due to recycling offered
Likes small garbage 
can

Recycling 
important

I DID NOT KNOW THERE WERE DIFFERENT SIZES
Downsize 
confusion

More teaching about reuse, recycle
More education on 
recycling

no -

Charging more will just generate more revenue for a bloated financially irresponsible government department.  Better oversight and 
fiscal responsibility is needed, not higher charges.

Provide more cost-
saving options

I AM SINGLE AND HAVE 1 TO 2 SMALL SHOPPING BAGS EVERY WEEK. Misc
No but I donâ€™t appreciate the fact that you want to start charging more.  Water rates are already ridiculous Too expensive
Ours is never full Misc
It can be easy to incentivize reducing was and perhaps we should raise rates to further incentive the reduction or offset peopleâ€™s 
overcon 

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Increase spread of 
fees

It's good to be able to choose what size one household would want. Here's what I find contradictory: the city wants less garbage but 
more household recycling BUT the city is the one RESTRICTING what is to be recycled - hence more to the landfill, hence more land 
for a landfill.  The city has to decide what is best for the residents and not what sounds good one a poster!!! 

General positive 
comment Recycle more items

not sure the size i have now!
Downsize 
confusion

Most weeks I take my one small grocery sized garbage bag out to the street and put it in one of my neighbors garbage cans. Some of 
my neighbors only put their cans out every other week. Could we use a a better system that rewards those of us who produce so little 
garbage? Maybe by weight, if it is cost effective?

Fee structure 
unfair

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual



The smallest one is completely adequate for us.
Likes small garbage 
can

I suspect that it costs the city more to have different size containers.  This cost me. Too expensive
To create a stronger incentive to reduce garbage volume, you should charge much more (perhaps $40/month) for the 90 gallon and 
less (perhaps $10/month) for the 40 gallon

Increase spread of 
fees

I really like this option.
General positive 
comment

I want a smaller one! Will downsize

The small is still too big.  
Smaller garbage 
can

No Comment -

We would welcome a smaller can: we don't have a lot of waste. 
Smaller garbage 
can

Make garbage more expesive and show comparison of waste among neighbors.
Increase spread of 
fees

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Garbage collection is one of the foundations of modern society.  It is not your business as our goverment to tell us what to or not to 
throw away.  Modern life creates waste--deal with that fact and get back to the basics of keeping it off the streets. Misc

Continue this approach as there are only two of us and we use smallest container and recycle
Likes small garbage 
can

Recycling 
important

Also, i am charged to reduce my can size and there isnt enough incentive to reduce the can, i almost never fill my cans 
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

We decreased the size of our garbage and it has decreased the amount of waste we have. We do note to recycle more items that 
won't fit in the trash. 

Size does 
incentivize

Recycling 
important

I love the current model. 
General positive 
comment

no -

We usually don't fill our 90 gallon can, but like the available space, when needed.
Likes big garbage 
can

But the costs are still out of line with reality. Too expensive
No -
Why charge different prices? Just one flat fee for garbage waste would be better. Your fees are expensive and you charge another 
"service fee" on top of your fees. Too expensive
whats to stop others from dumnping their trash in others cans??? DUHHHHH Cheat System

adequate choices
General positive 
comment

I know the city paid last you 400,000 for the recycling. Since this is a money loser lets put the money into disposing of the recycling in 
a burn plant so we can generate energy we can use.

Recycling not 
important

I think people accept whatever size was there when they moved in and are not aware that they can change it so they keep using big 
one when they don't need to or necessarily want to but don't know they can change.

Downsize 
confusion

please don't raise the fees Too expensive
 Cans get damaged nobody ever seems to come and repair of the lids. In years past the wind is blowing the cans all over the place and 
nobody is sure who's Can belongs to which property Service complaint

The 40 gallon should be cheaper for residents, while curbside â€˜Call2Haulâ€™, the receiving of extra bins and such should not be 
free. In this you can make the money you are seemingly wanting without making everyone pay more.

Increase spread of 
fees

How do I switch garbage can sizes?
Downsize 
confusion

I don't need a weekly garbage pickup. Bi monthly would be sufficient. (Family of four.) Our can is too large & I don't know how to 
change it. 

Every-other-week 
or share cans



We do a bigger can and take it out every other week typically to reduce on emissions  with the truck stopping at each house.  Is it 
better to switch to a smaller can and do it weekly?

Every-other-week 
or share cans

I just became aware that I could request a smaller sized can, maybe advertise that more.
Downsize 
confusion

More education on 
collection

40 gal container is adequate for our 2-person household.  We only put it out once or twice a month
Likes small garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

We have a large can and rarely need the capacity, but occasionally need the full size. Our waste footprint is decidedly small, and not 
influenced by the capacity of our garbage can.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I've already downgraded to a smaller size....I think the option makes sense.
Likes small garbage 
can

Also, how about if a neighbor repeatedly can not ever get their garbage can lids to close (resulting in trash blowing all over mine and 
otherâ€™s yards) they are fined or forced to guy larger or additional cans. Itâ€™s understandable every so often, but ever week or 3 
times a month is too much. Cheat System

Yes the 40gallon isnâ€™t as big as the recycle and green waste garbage , yet you charge 13.75a month for what to take it out to the 
dump and use the recycle & green and profit off of it and you know you do . Selling it Iâ€™m sure and or using it for city projects Too expensive

i was not aware of this, i had no idea.
Downsize 
confusion

Charge less for the 40 gallon size
Increase spread of 
fees

I think this is a good way to align households with the need to reduce, reuse, recycle!
General positive 
comment

We were so happy when someone told us that our garbage can was too big for what we needed.  We switched over to a smaller size 
and it is perfect for us and saved us a few dollars.

Likes small garbage 
can

i use med size buy should switch to small size
Likes small garbage 
can

I feel the smaller garbages incentivize putting garbage items in recycling which is then sorted and ends up in the dump with additional 
cost distributed to everyone. I feel it would be more effective to focus more on informing and giving feedback on proper recycling. 

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

More education on 
recycling

I would like the smallest recycle container
Smaller 
blue/brown cans

The price difference is minimal. Most people will pay for the larger size whether they use it all or not.
Increase spread of 
fees

Great idea.  I love it!
General positive 
comment

For most people the size does not correlate to the amount of garbage they create. An increase in price for additional cans would 
make more sense as those are the people contributing more waste than average.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Increase spread of 
fees

Why have 3 choices?  Misc

I could use an even smaller can.
Smaller garbage 
can

Fake it till you make it. Vishas circle Misc

If someone has a large family, they will go through more waste regardless of whether or not you have enticements. 
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Fee structure 
unfair

There should be a larger difference in price from small to large to deincentivize the waste and to have larger waste producers 
subsidize the smaller producers. 

Increase spread of 
fees

We need an even smaller option, like the 8-gal minicans used in Seattle, and a mini-price to incentivize use while raising prices on the 
big containers.

Size does 
incentivize

Smaller garbage 
can

i didn't know they had different sizes. I don't utilize my size containers fully. Misc

charge the rentl college student housing!! they are soiling the neighborhood. City growth anxiety 



don't raise my taxes Too expensive
This is a really stupid question. Did Buscupski come up with it on her way out the door? Misc
Most establised residents here have their container size as desired. Again, the college student rentals don't necessarily follow your 
guidelines.!!!  City growth anxiety 

I think the 90 gallon container should be more expensive to further incentivize waste reduction.
Increase spread of 
fees

Size does 
incentivize

You drive down our street every week, some neighbors buy the small container and always use ours so I think one flat rate is fair
Fee structure 
unfair

Donâ€™t offer the 90 anymore and replace it with recycling bin Eliminate 90 gallon Recycle more items

Educate, educate, educate about waste reduction, reuse and recycle.
More education on 
recycling

Even with the smaller containers, our smaller family doesn't fill all of them weekly. At times It feels like we are subsidizing larger 
families who have more waste.

Smaller garbage 
can

Increase spread of 
fees

Get rid of the tiny ass cans. Everyonr should go to 90 gallons One can size
Likes big garbage 
cans

No I like the service
General positive 
comment

not really, the rates are good
General positive 
comment

90 gallon should be at least twice the price of 40 gallon
Increase spread of 
fees

The marginal price differences are not large enough to induce much..i.e. a 90 gallon can is less than twice a 40 gallon can
Increase spread of 
fees

Itâ€™s difficult to say because some weeks or times of year I have more garbage than other times. I would love to go smaller just 
donâ€™t know what to do on times I need a larger bin Misc
One container fits-all approach. Thanks! One can size

the sizes are perfect for me   I am a single person & don't generate a LOT of garbage.  Mostly mine is Trash.newspapers, junk mail etc
Likes small garbage 
can

It costs the same to pick up all size cans. Why the cost difference? Most of the time my large can is almost empty but once in a while I 
need the entire capacity of the can. Misc
No Misc
No Misc

We could use one even smaller than 40 gallons - or pick up just on alternate weeks. With recycling and home composting, very little 
goes in the garbage can. Seems like a high price to pay, even for the smallest can offered.

Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Make a 20 gallon one available. 
Smaller garbage 
can

No Misc
 You can charge by size i guess but it is not at all effective in encouraging waste reduction!  I try to use, reuse and recycle as much as 
possible.  Yet I still need the large cans. 

Likes big garbage 
can

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

It's generally fair, but I have the larger size and simply don't take it out as often.  I could go smaller, but the price isn't too much of a 
difference, and there are a few times where I would want a larger size (during the fall or holiday seasons, for example).

Likes big garbage 
can

I wish there was a way (RFID tech?) to note each time a garbage can is NOT collected, and to give a credit for that. Trash can size does 
not handle the variable production of waste from week to week  very well.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

The fees should be increased for the larger containers or reduced for the smaller. Not enough of a difference to incentify anyone. 
Increase spread of 
fees

I like this strategy very much. Especially with no additional charges for composting and recycling containers.
General positive 
comment

I support this method. 
General positive 
comment



We use the smallest one and only put it out every other week.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Likes small garbage 
can

Yes it is a fair way but WHY isn/t the price difference the same ($3.25 vs $4 per 20gal.)?  You have now increased what goes to landfill 
vs recycling increasing the amount of garbage in a container.  Where does the money saved thru recycling go?

Increase spread of 
fees Recycle more items

I like the variable fees, single adults and senior citizens don't generally create as much garbage.
General positive 
comment

no -
no -
Stupid question and not answerable with the recycling parameters keeps changing. You can recycle paper but not shredded paper-
seems ridiculous. Recycle more items
People over fill the small ones, lid must shut i thought? Cheat System

Increase the cost on the large container a little more, and decrease the cost on the other 2 containers a little more, especially the 
smallest one.  If the money difference is enticing enough, it could make people think twice about their garbage impact on the landfill 
and their wallet.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Increase spread of 
fees

This help to now the prizes of garbage containers.
General positive 
comment

Not always a good option for larger items- how does one dispose of these items? Misc

I say yes, EXCEPT for those who are low-income. 
Fee structure 
unfair

Price should be proportionate to size... Meaning that the differential should be greater, which would provide more incentive for 
smaller size. I realize that there is a fixed price component in running the truck, but the greatest driver on that cost is the capacity of 
the truck.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Increase spread of 
fees

The costs aren't much different.  I would consider 1/2 price for the 40 gallon more of an incentive.  
Increase spread of 
fees

I don't see how it can offer any incentives to reduce waste. You either have trash or you don't.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

give option to residents to have biweekly garbage pickup for a reduced cost
Every-other-week 
or share cans

There needs to be a smaller option
Smaller garbage 
can

"Incentivize waste reduction"...WTF? Who wrote this *? You think people are going to change based on garbage can size? Language
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Say you get the cheapest one but over fill it or have the biggest but donâ€™t fill it up all the way. Just have one size and maybe charge 
per pick up. Also make it to where you canâ€™t see trash cans from street. Doesnâ€™t look good. 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual One can size

Smaller containers really force recycyling & it's been amazing to see how much differnce the blue cans make.
General positive 
comment

Recycling 
important

Likes small garbage 
can

Containers should all be the same size, but only picked up twice per month One can size
Every-other-week 
or share cans

The additional charge should be proportional:  going from 40 to 60 gallons should increase the rate by 50%, same thing for 60 to 90 
(50% more volume, 50% greater cost).

Increase spread of 
fees

Can sizes help cut costs for those who have less waste. It doesn't reduce the waste.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Since I only use the 40 gal. garbage container once a month already, I wouldnt mind if I was charged by the number of garbage pickup  
I incur.

Every-other-week 
or share cans



I don't think the size of the container has any bearing on the amount of waste people generate.  They just pile it high or wait and 
throw away over weeks.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Fees are getting out of control Too expensive
I didn't know this Misc
I have the small one and only half fill it every week think there needs to be a way to only pay for each time itâ€™s picked  up or have a 
lower rate for seniors  or you should run your budget better seniors are are fixed incomes and our we donâ€™t get increases but 
expected to budget to live within our income

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Likes small garbage 
can Too expensive Fixed income

I like the options. Great job. 
General positive 
comment

Iâ€™m ready to downsize mine from 60 to 40 Will downsize
Offer even smaller size garbage cans, like a 20 gallon can. Our family of two only needs to put out garbage every other week as it is 
with the 40 gallon can, and even then, it's usually only half full. 

Smaller garbage 
can

Ours is a good size for us.
General positive 
comment

small size great   but  want   opt out on  recycle bin
Likes small garbage 
can

Recycling not 
important

It would be nice to have more incentives to recycle so that one could downgrade their trash. I do feel like when cans are smaller, it 
makes me more aware of my trash consumption. 

Likes small garbage 
can

Recycling 
important Recycle more items

Size does 
incentivize

I believe people will pay for what they can afford and I think its nice to offer different prices but I don't think it reduces waste. 
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

When I bought my house, it came with the size the previous owners picked.  We never fill it even halfway. Misc

The 90 gallon size should be much more expensive.
Increase spread of 
fees

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

to further incentivize, you could make the price differences larger 
Increase spread of 
fees

I was unaware there were different fees for different size bins Misc
N/a -

we should pay more if we waste more.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

I think the larger cans should be even more expensive and offer an even smaller can option
Increase spread of 
fees

The cost of the 90 gallon should be more than double the cost of the smallest garbage
Increase spread of 
fees

I'm glad it looks so easy to change ... I'll have to try Will downsize
My house came with the larger can and I never fill it all the way up. I donâ€™t see what the difference is. If I had a smaller one it 
would be full but itâ€™s still the same amount of trash whether in a big can or a small can

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Most of the time my 40 gal can is only half full.  so increase would not be fair.
Fee structure 
unfair

I used to work for the City, but if I didnâ€™t, Iâ€™m not sure Iâ€™d be aware that I can get a smaller can. 
Downsize 
confusion

in no way does it incentivize or curb waste. 
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Low income families should have access to free or subsidized cost options for larger bins Too expensive
No -
I specifically recycle using the city provided can and I compost using our composting bins at our house.  I do this to create less garbage 
and to save money

Recycling 
important

Compost 
important

Last time I looked into downsizing my garbage container I was surprised at how much I was going to be charged for the container to 
be swapped out.  That changed my mind and I just live with the midsize container.  I just don't put it out very often as I have very little 
garbage due to high use of the recycling and green waste containers and lifestyle alteration.

Recycling 
important

Compost 
important

Downsize 
confusion



Should let us downsize garbages without waiting a year.
Downsize 
confusion

No -

The size of the container probably won't affect how much garbage I make.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Yes the small is 48 gallons, not sure of medium size and the large size is 96 gallons. Misc

The need determines the size of the Container not a smaller container that wouldn't meet the need.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Make up mind about what is recyclable Recycle more items

families need a larger one to start out with but as kids move out they can downsize
General positive 
comment

In combination with that, at a reduced price bi - monthly pickup
Every-other-week 
or share cans

We are a family that is very aware of the recycle program which is where my problem lies. In order for us to recycle our (recyclables) 
we must clean out any container that might have debris or food stuffs with water??? or paper towels??? this makes absolutely no 
sense. therefore more stuffs in the landfill besides using our precious water that wherefor gets contaminated. Think Algie!! Questions recycling 

a smaller one works for us
Likes small garbage 
can

Pricing should be further reduced for small containers and increased for large containers to further incentivize waste reduction by the 
community.

Increase spread of 
fees

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Trash has to be disposed of regardless. Of the size of container.  Educational videos on topics which impact reduction would be 
beneficial.

More education on 
collection

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

seems a lot more costly to have different size containers, Too expensive One can size

I think the price differences should be more dramatic.I.E. 13.75 / 20 / 30
Increase spread of 
fees

We ended up with a 40 gallon and could use a 60 gallon. How do we get a bigger one.
Downsize 
confusion

I like the idea of different size containers at different prices to accommodate different needs
General positive 
comment

I've always had a 90 gallon container, but really only need 40 or 60. I didn't know I had the option to get a smaller container. I've only 
seen large 90 gallon containers around the city.

Downsize 
confusion

I like having options!
General positive 
comment

I doubt waste is based on cost and can size.  Dropping prices and extending time between pickups would make more sense to me.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Every-other-week 
or share cans

The size is fine, but I only fill them about 1/3 of the way each week...need to change pickup to once every two weeks.....
General positive 
comment

Every-other-week 
or share cans

If we had a biweekly garbage pick up you could offer smaller cans like the size of the glass ones and half the now lowest coast to $83 a 
year those maybe having people feel more free and not feel as if they were having an increase on payment per month happen. 

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Likes small garbage 
can

Great to offer choices
General positive 
comment

Having an option is useful
General positive 
comment

It should be cheaper Too expensive



I use a 40-gallon can at my house. I have less garbage due to having just myself in my household. Of course, families would need a 
larger can. I don't believe that the size of the can, therefore the price, gets people to generate less garbage. "Garbage" is generated 
by items that aren't recyclable or are tainted by food. Since a lot of garbage is due to what a person's choices are offered in 
supermarkets, I'd prefer to see the City focus on decreasing the supply chain of items that aren't recyclable. Other cities have done 
this, and I believe it is doable. It's my belief that the city keeps wrenching money out of it's citizens.I already hear that the taxes on 
homes will probably go up next year by 8% or more. What's that money to be used for, if not services? Always more money. Too expensive

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Likes small garbage 
can

More education on 
recycling

I would like to see a greater incentive for smaller garbage cans, a bigger difference in the price. 
Increase spread of 
fees

The small one is more than enough for me
Likes small garbage 
can

 (I only take the containers out about once a month
Every-other-week 
or share cans

I want to change to a smaller trash bin Will downsize
no -
No. -
No. After we're through with renovations, we'll be switching to the 40 gal. can Will downsize

We donâ€™t need to have even our small container collected every week - same with our other bins. Ideally, we would be charged 
less than a household that fills their bins every week. 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Every-other-week 
or share cans

I think that charging more for throwing more away is one of the most effective ways to incentivize people to reduce their waste.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

I think you should start looking at a composting service for food waste specifically, and offset the cost of the landfill trashcans. 
Meaning, take a smaller landfill can at. discounted price, if you ALSO use a food composting can (roughly same price overall) 

Compost 
important

Are there any proposals to convert more garbage to energy sources or fuel? Recycle more items

was not aware of my choices
Downsize 
confusion

it doesn't make a difference what size you use because families are different size and pay people throw away different things at 
different rates

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

We were glad to find out that we could use a smaller container. 
Downsize 
confusion

Iâ€™d like to have a smaller recycle bin, too. Satisfied with the yard waste bin size. 
Smaller 
blue/brown cans

Compost 
important

Good idea
General positive 
comment

40 gallons has been plenty for us
Likes small garbage 
can

make us pay per bag.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

A garbage container one size smaller than the 40 gallon would be better
Smaller garbage 
can

Sometimes we all need more space in the trash bin. If it were an economic choice, neighbors may not be willing to allow the 
occasional extra to go into their receptacle. Cheat System

I would even prefer a smaller trash can
Smaller garbage 
can



I'd like to know exactly how much the city brings in on waste cans and how much the expenditures are! I think the cost should be 
covered by the INFLATED Property taxes I pay! Too expensive

If you are to raise prices, raise the higher sized cans more
Increase spread of 
fees

The price variation should  probably be more extreme to encourage reducing waste
Increase spread of 
fees

I like this option. We switched to the smallest garbage can size 2 years ago, to save money and to encourage our family to reduce 
waste by recycling, composting and buying fewer packaged products overall. 

General positive 
comment

Likes small garbage 
can

Make the smaller cans less expensive and the larger cans more expensive to encourage less waste.  Increase fees on those people 
who dispose of the most trash with the biggest cans.

Increase spread of 
fees

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

It probably depends on the size of the family how much garbage they will have. When the recycling program started my garbage went 
way down so I opted for 60 gal instead of the 90 gallon. 

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Recycling 
important

How do we request smaller containers?
Downsize 
confusion

We could easily go down in size, but the savings is so minimal we're not sure it's worth it and is always nice to have the large can the 
couple times of year we fill it (holiday, parties)

Downsize 
confusion

Most of the time I could use a smaller can.  But I keep the large one for the convenience of occasionally needing to dispose of larger 
items.

Likes big garbage 
can

Little container works fine for my family of 5
Likes small garbage 
can

no -

I appreciate having this option since I live alone and don't generate alot of garbage.
Likes small garbage 
can

no -

If you increase prices, increase them on the largest can first 
Increase spread of 
fees

We opted for a 40-gal and we've reduced waste to where we only set it out every other week.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Likes small garbage 
can

The 40 gallon is sufficient for our  person home.
Likes small garbage 
can

we have a 90 but only put it out every other week or so were someone with the smaller on overfills it and put it out every week.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Well, smaller families have less waste, so I am not sure itâ€™s an incentive issue.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I am glad I have the opportunity to pay less for a smaller can.
Likes small garbage 
can

Yes, I should trade out my 60 gallon trash for a 40 gallon trash. Will downsize
no -

Not sure what size we have!
Downsize 
confusion

WIth just one container large size and no other for recycling or waste there would be no need to have other cans so getting rid of 
recycling and waste the cost of city supplying  other can would stop and saving city money in the future. Having one size you usually 
make you can full each time the same way. I never fill the 40 size one anyway and never ever the large size one but still pay anyway 
for a have full container having the 40 size. 

Recycling not 
important One can size

Raise the fee for the largest container only. People who use the most, should pay the most.
Increase spread of 
fees

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual



most of the time we can use a med. or small can but we have a large can because every once in a while we need the bigger can.  We 
do not fill the large can to the top just because we have a large can.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Likes big garbage 
cans

We could honestly use an even smaller one. We only take it to the curb 1-2x per month rather than weekly.
Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

I would like this option for the Recycle container as well.
Smaller 
blue/brown cans

no -

everyone should have a large can so if you clean an area in your house and not have to take 12 weeks to throw it away One can size
Likes big garbage 
cans

We could go to a 40 gallon container. Will downsize

I feel people should be charged per pound as to how much garbage they produce not just the size of garbage container they use.  I 
only produce about two small kitchen bags of garbage a month but have to pay just as much as my neighbors who produce three 
times the amount.  The only way people will change their habits is if it cost them more.  I am all for increasing garbage fees. I mean 
$18 a month is so cheap it's a joke and will not change consumer habits.   

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Increase spread of 
fees

General positive 
comment

With changes to what will be accepted in the recycle bins is it fair to penalize consumers who are trying to do the right things by 
recycling but told that can't anymore so they may need larger cans. Recycle more items

Fee structure 
unfair

I would use a smaller can if it was an option
Smaller garbage 
can

We usually don't fill our two cans completely.... I think one large size is enough and then use it as needed.  It's nice to be able to 
dispose of an unusally large amount of garbage if and when it is necessary.

Likes big garbage 
can One can size

They could go smaller or the point could be made that regular trash (not garbage!) Can wait until the can is full before placing 
curbside 

Smaller garbage 
can

I would like garbage and recycle in 40 gal size.  How do I get them?
Downsize 
confusion

We compost all organic garbage to enrich the soil in our garden.
Compost 
important

I'd be concerned those too cheap to pay for what they really need, would opt for smaller/less expensive container and end up with 
more garbage on the streets due to overloading or excess bags next to containers. Cheat System

I doubt its effectiveness in reducing waste in residential circumstances.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

None. -

I was not aware of the different sizes/costs available.In most instances 90 gallon containers are overkill for us.
Downsize 
confusion

Not the sizes per se, but rather the sturdiness of them. The garbage collection trucks regularly damage our cans, sometimes ripping 
the hinges, gashing the sides, and so on. We always put them in as flat a place as possible three feet from the curb and three feet 
apart but it doesn't help much. Service complaint

Dislikes container 
shape

I have the 90 gal can but never fill it but keep it for fall leaves that come from your trees on the parking strip!
Likes big garbage 
can

I could use an even smaller or bi weekly  pickup service !
Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

I think mine are 90 gallon
Downsize 
confusion

Our needs fluctuate depending on what's going on in our life at the moment. Our large can is not often full, but when we need extra 
space for leaves or other larger items, we need a large can.

Likes big garbage 
can

I would change to the 40 gallon size. Will downsize

I like the small cans and thank you for providing them
Likes small garbage 
can

Would smaller than 40 gallons not work for pick up?
Downsize 
confusion

Hve mentioned to neighbore about the different size charges, but they have not changed, but fill up larger bins until they need 
emptying.

Downsize 
confusion



Providing it doesn't take up a lot of our time having to wash the recyclable materials Misc

Cost difference is not enough to incentivize smaller size. 
Increase spread of 
fees

i am happy with the sizes
General positive 
comment

i think this is one of the most incentivized part of your program!
General positive 
comment

The garbage vans should be equiped with weighing and charges should be by weight. I large can 1/3 full is less trash than a small one 
full!

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

I still want the size I have now..its too cold to go out and check it but I think I have the 90 gallons. so keep it for I have two adult kids 
lived with me to help me and two litle grandkids. But I am more in helping them have a roof over their head and safety for them in our 
Home sweet home.

Likes big garbage 
can

This was the incentive I had to reduce the size of my can.  However, I am not sure that it actually changed the amount of garbage I 
had and it did not change my goal to maximize recycling.  

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Recycling 
important

I can see paying more for a larger bin but does that really incentivize people or do they just pay for the size bin that they need?

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

This is complicated, with a household of 4 our waste varies, most of the time we can probably fit our waste in a 40 gallon, but there 
are times 2-4 times a year we actually fill the 90 gallon so we are being charged for the convenience of having a larger bin "just in 
case" even though normally we probably throw away less garbage all year than someone that fills a 40 gallon container to the brim 
every week but they are paying less. So is the pricing structure fair? In most cases, probably. But in ours not really, it would be nice if 
there was a way to charge by household waste at a home level. Such as trucks that us GPS to determine pickup location and then 
weight of the can being dumped.  

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Fee structure 
unfair

Charging based on size is discriminatory. I am a very large person and i make more waste. I have no choice. My cloths are larger, i eat 
more food, i require more wet wipes to keep myself fresh and ready. 

Fee structure 
unfair

i have to currently fill up my waste can with green waste because the current program doe snot work for my property. Service complaint

I like the option
General positive 
comment

I don't see how the size relates to reducing waste.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

would like to change from 60 gallon to 40 gallon but I understand there is a charge
Downsize 
confusion

No. -
Charges are too much Too expensive

love it!
General positive 
comment

The smaller my can is the more idling the trucks. So I like having a bigger size so I only have to put it out every 6 weeks. Maybe the 
incentive should be based on how many times the trucks have to stop at each house.

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Likes big garbage 
cans

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

We increased the size of our garbage container from 40-60 when there became more restrictions on reyclable materials Recycle more items

The city is doing a good job!
General positive 
comment

Overpriced Too expensive



Yes itâ€™s fair to enable choice, but the pricing structure seems like perverse incentive, with the cost/gal declining as the container 
gets bigger. The rate structure should make it increasingly expensive to produce more garbage, and hopefully incentivize more 
reduce/recycling. However, I donâ€™t know how you would deal fairly with the number of people/household, (eg a 2-person 
household will generate less trash than a 10-person household, but that is also true about the water rates, so the progressive rate 
structure would be aligned in that regard. 

Increase spread of 
fees

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

General positive 
comment

sizes are good, but I think it would be fair create larger differences in price to further encourage waste reduction
General positive 
comment

Increase spread of 
fees

  Charge more the large size can
Increase spread of 
fees

The larger container should be even more expensive to encourage recycling and discourage waste.
Increase spread of 
fees

Recycling 
important Waste reduction

"Fair" is a loaded term which is generally interpreted by individuals who say their situation 'isn't'.  The word 'appropriate' is better as 
the situation is simple: Take more responsibility for lowering your own waste profile and you lower your costs. Personal responsibility. 
Appropriate.  Fair even. Survey complaint

Just that the smallest can is hard to tip back if it is heavy.  If they offered a smaller one, I would sign up for it.
Smaller garbage 
can

Dislikes container 
shape

Maybe offer less frequent pick-ups as well
Every-other-week 
or share cans

How do I know what size mine is?
Downsize 
confusion

I want lower overall cost to home owner
Provide more cost-
saving options

Could we make them even smaller, like a 30 gallon bin for those of us who are real obsessive about reducing waste? ;)
Smaller garbage 
can

Bigger difference in pricing to incentivize people to produce less garbage 
Increase spread of 
fees

How can I change my can size?
Downsize 
confusion

Wish the difference in size or pickup could be greater. We put our trash out 1x/month and use smallest container.
Increase spread of 
fees

I generate little waste.  I only fill the littlest can once a month.  Can you make one smaller?
Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

If the goal is to reduce waste then you should consider making the fee much higher for the largest can and slightly reduce the smallest 
e.g. $11 for 40gal and $35 for 90 gal.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Increase spread of 
fees

Larger families generate more waste but not sure if they should pay for bigger can. Maybe some people donâ€™t recycle because it 
takes effort to separate and clean so maybe they should pay for larger cans.

Size does 
incentivize

I don't get the impression that people understand they could save considerable money if they use smaller containers and thereby 
think about acquiring less stuff that needs to be discarded.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Downsize 
confusion

We have a 40 gallon and rarely fill it, however, with recent changes to the recycling program, this may change. It would be great if 
there were more recycling options (I know I keep saying the same thing, but I suppose it bears repeating). Recycle more items

Recycling 
important

Likes small garbage 
can

When my household had the big can we just ended up putting it on the street less often. Which as Iâ€™ve been told is good because 
it saves fuel and wear and tear on the trucks cause theyâ€™re not stopping at every house every week. Even with the midsize can 
there never is enough trash for it to go out every week

Every-other-week 
or share cans

There should be greater savings for choosing a smaller size bin
Increase spread of 
fees

The difference in cost between 40, 60, and 90 gallon containers should be greater. Make the 90 gallon bin more expensive. 
Increase spread of 
fees



Fees should be use weight based with reward for less garbage 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

I feel that all the cans should be the same size. People don't make more garbage just because they have a bigger can. Or people don't 
make less garbage just because their can is smaller. One can size

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Increase the cost for high trash producers and decrease the cost for low trash producers even further. My family recycles and 
composts actively, and we produce less than 10 gallons of trash-waste per week. However, even with the smaller can we still pay 
nearly 2/3 what a family that produces 90 gallons per week pays! 

Increase spread of 
fees

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Recycling 
important

Compost 
important

Sometimes I need a 90 gal. size but most of the time it takes me three weeks to fill it up.  I'd rather pay per pick up than the size of the 
container.  

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

I think that the larger sizes should be more expensive than they are to more strongly incentivize the smaller cans.
Increase spread of 
fees

I think all sizes should be cheaper, but larger incentive for the smallest size Too expensive
Increase spread of 
fees

The size of the can doesn't really do anything for me.  I have a larger can and I sometimes go 2-3 weeks without putting the can out 
for pickup.  Occasionally I'll get a package or something where I end up using the full can.  I don't see how a specific size would be 
incentive for me to have less trash.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Likes big garbage 
cans

Every-other-week 
or share cans

People should also be encouraged to put the cans out only if more than half full.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

I love this and I have used it for 10 years
General positive 
comment

I rarely ever fill my garbage an more than 1/4 full per week so I'm paying full price for partial use.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

If you don't collect the garbage citizens will be forced to find somewhere else to dump it. I don't mean to be impertinent, but it isn't 
like we can store our garbage, or buy our food in smaller containers.  The problems is population in my estimation. City growth anxiety 

It`s great to have t;his option.
General positive 
comment

Many of us do not have large families and only need the small size container.
Likes small garbage 
can

a composting kitchen waste system would be a nice addition to the household garbage pick up 
Compost 
important

Surely, the major cost is not the land fill but the weekly pickup, in which case it makes no difference what size container I have.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I have the medium one and find it is a good size for us
General positive 
comment

I could use an even smaller one because we are very concerned about our environment. Since garbage disposal is 40% of costs, it 
should be more expensive, maybe people would recycle more glass & use reusable grocery sacks. I think instead of raising prices to 
all, there should be programs which incentivize recycling by charging more to those who donâ€™t. For example, charge for Plastic 
bags at the grocery store. Charge 5cents per beer or wine bottle . Could even refund the deposit on return at the liquor store. 

Recycling 
important

Glass recycling 
important

Compost 
important 

Smaller garbage 
can

I made comment earlier . . . single person households maybe could use smaller containers, or less frequent pickup at reduced cost to 
us.

Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Yesm the older 90 gal cans are balanced with a center hand grip. The othere are not and fall oveer easity
Likes big garbage 
can

Dislikes container 
shape

no -
No -



PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE encourage residents to think about not putting out less than full containers!  it could save time, money, and 
resources!!  I know your trucks are coming anyway but fewer stops I am sure are always welcome.

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Good program. 
General positive 
comment

make the blue ones smaller, too
Smaller 
blue/brown cans

none -
Most people will not make the effort to get a smaller one if they already have a garbage can. They may not fill it, but still pay the 
higher rate. Most people don't even realize that can pay a lower rate for a smaller garbage bin. I was not aware of that. I knew there 
were different sizes but not different rates. 

Downsize 
confusion

Size doesn’t 
incentivze

no -

Double your rates. This gives people more incentive to reduce their waste. 
Increase spread of 
fees

40 gallon was way to small-had to upgrade
Likes big garbage 
can

I could use smaller than 40 gal
Smaller garbage 
can

No-but I sure like the large green waste containers
Compost 
important

The price differential isn't that bigâ€”I'd suggest higher cost for larger bins
Increase spread of 
fees

My family (2 adults) would even opt for a smaller garbage can if possible.
Smaller garbage 
can

I use the 90 gallon not because I have so much garbage,  but because I need more space for the green waste.  My green bin is full of 
leaves this week. The extra Leaves Only bin is also full.

Likes big garbage 
can Likes extra leaf bin

I love it, I use it!!
General positive 
comment

I definitely appreciate the smaller bin option to encourage recycling and waste reduction
Likes small garbage 
can

Size does 
incentivize

Recycling 
important Waste reduction

The different times of the year make a big difference on how much I use them? During the winter months I don't use the container for 
grass and other yard plants. Misc

For us, we have young children, there is zero chance we could fit dirty diapers and garbage in the smaller can size. Seems like it 
doesn't provide an incentive just provides a lower cost for those living alone or without children.  

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

no -

why would the size of your container incentives you.  the trash truck pick them up the same way
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I don't think size of can incentivizes waste reduction. I have tenants.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Not size, but there should be no charge for months yard waste bin pickup is discontinued. Misc

How do I know which size my garbage can is?
Downsize 
confusion

I rarely fill my 90 gal. container, but it needs to be emptied each week. The size of the container does indicate how much garbage is in 
it. Misc
The pricing scale seems off.  The smallest bin should be cheaper, and the largest should be more expensive: 90/40 gal x $165 = 
$371.25, not $252 annual.  Why is it cheaper to have a larger bin?

Increase spread of 
fees

Charge by weight or charge only if you have your can picked up. Encourage people to skip a week if they can, less stops speeds up the 
process. Or have a every other week schedule for those who want it. The more someone throws away the more they should be 
charged. A 70 year old widow who only fills her can 1/8 of the way full is charged the same amount as a family of 4 that overfills their 
can every week? 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Every-other-week 
or share cans

They are good. Sometimes we donâ€™t take it out but every other week. Because of the recycle container.
Recycling 
important

Every-other-week 
or share cans

General positive 
comment



Even though I have a 40 gal. garbage container, I often don't put it out as I don't have much waste to put out.
Likes small garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Not really fair to families and those that are actually more efficient based on waste per person
Fee structure 
unfair

wanted smaller recycle can but told not available , how convent for the recycle people Misc

Since my container is old, they wouldn't exchange it for a 40 gallon one.
Downsize 
confusion

The lots are taxed at terribly high rates as it is by the county.  This feels like another tax. Too expensive
none -
my neighbors have 2 60 gallon and never use recycle bin. I am disgusted with them. How to encourage recycling? Maybe a better 
campaign to prove the stuff DOES get recycled. Maybe a discount if you recycle.

Recycling 
important

More education on 
recycling

I have a neighbor who has nine large bins, puts them all out. isn't paying for them all. none of them are full, some are empty. city 
should monitor this odd behavior. its wasteful Cheat System

I can only fit so many containers in my garage so the smaller the better.
Likes small garbage 
can

i have been using 90 gal. for 20 years and was not informed when there was a price option to change in 09
Downsize 
confusion

waste is waste and people generate it irregardless of where they put it, it's just based on cost.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

When asked if eliminating my blue (recycling) container would lower my fees, I was told it wouldn't -- that there was one fee that 
covered everything.  So I don't see those individuals on the new statement (which was stupid and no doubt costly to redesign to fit 
the requirements of a new bank.) Service complaint

I would take an even smaller one
Smaller garbage 
can

I think it's important to remind customers than they have this choice. Many neighbors don't know they can choose the size of their 
container. Perhaps if you started with small containers by default, that would make people MORE aware of their waste generation.

Downsize 
confusion

More education on 
collection

I new bins Misc

I rarely put out my green can.  Usually have only one garbage sack that I put in the neighbors can.  I keep the big one for odd times - 
purchase of table saw with TONS of styrofoam.

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Likes big garbage 
cans

Si tengo el de 60 galones porque estoy pagando $19.83 Spanish
Downsize 
confusion

Our container could probably be even smaller than 40 gallons.
Smaller garbage 
can

Get a smaller container than the 40 gallon, let households share containers or charge per pickup
Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Most "trash" is recyclable.  My household doesn't generate much garbage.  Most of it goes in the blue can.  The green can doesn't 
need to be very large.

Likes small garbage 
can

Recycling 
important

40 gallon is still only about a third filled by us.
Likes small garbage 
can

I wasn't aware there were different size options.  We never fill our garbage and should request a smaller one!
Downsize 
confusion Will downsize

We don't even fill one per week.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

I need the 40 gal 48 weeks of the year and the 90 maybe 2-4 weeks of the year (usually for summer/spring cleaning, etc) or a home 
remodeling project.  Find a system to accommodate this type of extra would encourage many houses to go to a smaller garbage can.  
Maybe allow a 2nd garbage can to charge addition can charge only as needed?  Charge most for the largest and less for the smallest.  
The different is too small to insentivize changing.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Increase spread of 
fees



only charge for garbage, not for recycling and compost Too expensive
I thought about trading the 60 gallon away for a 40 gallon, but since I am renting I did not want to commit for a full year.  I might 
move. Misc

Charge people more for the largest size.
Increase spread of 
fees

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

It's still pricey per can compared to where I used to live in Sandy Too expensive

I wish the recycling and yard waste came in smaller sizes.  I don't fill them up quick enough.  Takes me sometimes two months to fill 
my 60 gallon recycling and yard waste.  I also have a very small lot and the smaller cans would fit more conveniently in my yard.  and 
this may sound picky but I would like all three of my containers to be the same size so I go with the 60 gallon for visual consistency.  

Smaller 
blue/brown cans

No. I like my containers. I just done want to pay more money when there are free cans to be used by others. That isnt fair. 
General positive 
comment Too expensive

Fee structure 
unfair

Yes, the small ones clip my feet trying to pull it in and out
Dislikes container 
shape

Possible combine waste services with neighbors who are friendly and would like to reduce even more could be another option.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Love the ability to pay less for less waste production.
General positive 
comment

I think you might want to come up with an even smaller more affordable waste container than the 40 gallon. I could easily live with 
something smaller.

Smaller garbage 
can

No. -

I am a family of four and we compost a lot. We could even use a smaller size garbage option to save even more money.
Smaller garbage 
can

Compost 
important

I would just pay for the cheaper one and dispose my extra trash somewhere else. Cheat System

I keep the big one just for flexibility.  Don't put it out every week.
Likes big garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

The idea is reasonable.  More expensive for a bigger can, but I'd be surprised if the way it's priced has any correlation to how much a 
household recycles.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

No -

Make the difference in price for a smaller bin more significant for greater incentive
Increase spread of 
fees

The size of the can doesn't incentivize people to reduce waste; social awareness of the affects of waste and recycling does. 
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I didn't know I could go down a size.
Downsize 
confusion

I miss trash day about every other week due to my travel schedule with work. My can is usually half empty one week and full the 
next. I canâ€™t get a smaller size even though I produce less garbage.

Every-other-week 
or share cans

did not know I could change size
Downsize 
confusion

I think people can choose what they need.
General positive 
comment

there are times that a bigger container would be helpful but not often so I'd hate to pay for a larger container.
Likes small garbage 
can

I use the small one and with the other two I usually one use the "garbage" once a month
Likes small garbage 
can

good plan
General positive 
comment



People will pay for the smallest can juat to have service.  Whether it is big enough for their needs Cheat System

I requested the smallest size several years ago and never received it.
Downsize 
confusion

I like the smaller one;  for only 2 people we don't need wasted space.
Likes small garbage 
can

Grateful for options.
General positive 
comment

Since what can be put in the recycle bin has been reduced, people are going to increase what is put in the garbage bin. Recycle more items
Don't rise prices Too expensive

I didn't know there was a smaller one (40 gallon) and may call to get it instead of the 60 I have.
Downsize 
confusion

I haven't yet switched my size because I've been averse to wasting the old big container, though I sometimes go 6 weeks without 
taking the trash bin to the curb as most of my waste is recyclable. I think looking at these costs that I'll switch. Will downsize

Recycling 
important

It helped me cover the costs to negate paying extra for glass recycling pickup
Glass recycling 
important

no -
We're a low income family that also cares about the environmental impact of our garbage. I'm worried about our family's budget if 
there's an increase, and I'd hope there would be a way to keep the bill stable--either by making available an even smaller bin, or 
limiting the increase to the larger bins.  

Increase spread of 
fees Too expensive

Don't see how this incentivizes waste reduction .. .
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

We would like to get a smaller container
Downsize 
confusion

Increased from 40 to 90 gals as more family members moved home; from 2 people to 5 people + more work at home.
Likes big garbage 
can

I prefer the older round containers to the new square tops.  The shape inside effects the size of items that can go inside.  Also it is 
great for the yard waste cans to have vents on the sides to help the clippings dry rather than stinking.

Dislikes container 
shape

Itâ€™s nice that you offer 3 sizes.  More than my last city.  
General positive 
comment

Lower there rates the rates are to high Too expensive
Lets face it, bigger is better. There should only be ONE size. I have seen people garbage overflowing & polluting the streets because 
they have the small/med size garbage bins. One size fits all

Likes big garbage 
can One can size

not yet -
Anybody can go to a park and dump their garbage there.  The cans at the park I walk my dog are always packed with junk NOT from 
park visitors. City growth anxiety 

A larger container means that it doesn't have to be emptied every week. A smaller container can be used but will have to be emptied 
every week.

Every-other-week 
or share cans

"Fair" is not the issue.   Peolpe are not "incentivized" to make less garbage based on the cost of the can.   Families have the amount of 
garbage that they have based on the number of family members.   Do not believe that families will reduce the amount of waste they 
produce to save $9 a month on a can.   The cost of the can only reflects fairness with respect to how much garbage a person/family is 
placing out each week/month for disposal.

Fee structure 
unfair

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Offer an even smaller size can for less monthly fee. Also, charge per pick up. So that if you only put out you can one a month or every 
other week, you would be charged less than having it picked up each week. 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Smaller garbage 
can

We could use an even smaller size, perhaps 20 gallon for garbage
Smaller garbage 
can



It's great to have different sizes for people who have different family sizes or tight budgets or people who may have trouble moving 
the large containers.  But I don't think it is at all related to how much garbage people produce.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I don't think that it is effective for waste reduction.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

The City makes money on everything citizens dispose of. Education is the key. not raising prices. The Mayor asked for 17.1 Million for 
Street repair only to reallocate to housing. Now you want to raise collection prices. No! Educate as you make money on disposable 
items, leave fees where they are and put money where it belongs, then in a few years issue a survey

Provide more cost-
saving options

More education on 
collection

people are ignorant and just dont 'get it' and dont care enough to learn how to recycle. 
Recycling 
important

I would be in favor of being able to cancel the container altogether and sharing a container with a neighbor.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

My 90 gallon can is almost always 1/2  or less full, I retain the size for the convience.  I'd be most house holds are the same. We don't 
make less waste because of can size. Who thought of that, its stupid.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Likes big garbage 
cans

I like the fact that you can get the garbage can that suits your lifestyle.
General positive 
comment

smaller blue cans
Smaller 
blue/brown cans

I don't really think this does much to reduce waste.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I like that we have options for this. 
General positive 
comment

No -

You use a certain amount of garbage a week therefore the amount that the container holds is unnecessary.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

If the recycling was not being limited (i.e. no plastics, etc.) there would be less garbage. Recycle more items

I have only seen one size. I assume everyone is using the 90?
Downsize 
confusion

I use hte 40-gallon waste container but put it out (at hte curb) only about once every 6 or 8 weeks.  I'm being overcharged, charged 
too much for this. 

Every-other-week 
or share cans Too expensive

people would need to change their buying habits. (less packaging) Misc

Will you please change our garbage can to the smallest green can?
Downsize 
confusion

I think thatâ€™s an awesome way to reduce waste!
Size does 
incentivize

we like them
General positive 
comment

We are currently not using our trash can each week due to low waste. It is fine to pay for larger cans, but we would like a smaller 
trash can than 40 gallons or to have it picked up less frequently.

Likes small garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

No, if I had anything smaller I could not utilize them. Misc

I changed my trash size this year. I really appreciate it.
Likes small garbage 
can

Even smaller can sizes would be appropriate for my household.
Smaller garbage 
can

Smaller 
blue/brown cans

Have never seen the less costly cans as a way to incentivisze waste reduction but rather more about convenience.  The bigger the can 
the fewer times you need to place it out.  Have chosen less expensive sizes in order to offset the cost of additional services.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 



If we could have a smaller than 40 gal. can that would be good. Or perhaps an every other week pick-up would work well for us.
Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

should not be a increase regardless of size being used. being taxed to the max already in so many differant areas. Too expensive

I love this. It makes sense that someone who makes less garbage should pay less. 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

General positive 
comment

Size does 
incentivize

no -

40 gallon has worked well for us.
Likes small garbage 
can

Make the 60 gallon the standard size and then people can upgrade. One can size

Had no idea we could choose the size of the household waste can.
Downsize 
confusion

The cost difference is insignificant.  All should be 40 gallon standard.  Those that produce a lot of landfill waste should not be 
subsidized. One can size

Likes small garbage 
can

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Can we get a smaller than 40 gallon can
Smaller garbage 
can

Please make smaller containers available! My household does not need ones this large
Smaller garbage 
can

The different size of containers doesn't change the amount of waste collected, it only makes it more convenient to have a larger 
container as required for the specific week.  If we had a smaller container we would only hold over waste from one week to a week 
with less waste or ask a neighbor who has less waste to take some extra waste.  The cost difference is so minimal I don't see much 
incentive to reduce waste.  The smaller container is also more convenient for older people to wheel around.  I don't think incentivize 
waste is part of the formula right now.  If my container is too small my waste will be the same and I will find other ways to get rid of 
the waste. 

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Depends what is forced on us in the future and the rates Misc
Our household has the 40 gallon garbage container and we rarely fully fill it up each week. We could do an even smaller garbage 
container if it was an option

Smaller garbage 
can

Did not know we could get different sizes
Downsize 
confusion

I wish I had known before. I will downgrade. Will downsize

We all have an understanding of our waste and should be able to make decisions about helping the environment. Misc

I think the smallest can size should be even cheaper, or raise the rates of the larger cans to make it more of an incentive. 
Increase spread of 
fees

We're NOT incentivized by a smaller can, we have a smaller can because we recycle and there's only two of us.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Recycling 
important

We love the option to choose! Our household is small, and we fill (and put out the can) every other week.
General positive 
comment

Every-other-week 
or share cans

smart system.
General positive 
comment

I am one person so I do not have allot of garbage and I only put my can out every two weeks.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

I take out my 40 gal about once a month - would be great to have a reduced collection option
Every-other-week 
or share cans



It was an EXCELLENT move to give these options and encourage us to dispose of things accordingly.
General positive 
comment

Size does 
incentivize

These seem appropriate for variety of households
General positive 
comment

I am paying for a 90 gal. container. I asked for a 60 gal which was delivered, but they never took the 90 gal away and I am still paying 
for it.

Downsize 
confusion Service complaint

Wish there was a 20 gallon size
Smaller garbage 
can

one could safe money by just having a large garbage container and not reclycling One can size
Likes big garbage 
cans

Recycling not 
important

The cost difference is not that large. I may not fill my 90 gal. container, but for 4 dollars its not worth down sizing
Increase spread of 
fees

I could use a smalller blue one
Smaller 
blue/brown cans

NA -

Container sizes make sense
General positive 
comment

The city should also charge based on frequency of pickup.  We only put out our can once per month.  

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Every-other-week 
or share cans

When we moved in we had a garbage can of normal size, it would be great if the city would reach out to see if we are interested in a 
smaller size.

Downsize 
confusion

I think the size of recycling pick-up cans should be offered. at a smaller rate
Smaller 
blue/brown cans

Isn't the alternative recycling? If you charge for recycling bins the same way, then there's no benefit to switch to it. Misc
It's one good way.  We downsized because we found with recycling we were hardly filling our garbage can and wanted to save by 
using the smallest can.  Thank you for this policy.

General positive 
comment

Recycling 
important

seems about right
General positive 
comment

Is it better to keep one large blue can and only empty it once a month? Misc

The small one actually can last us a month before it needs to be emptied. Thank you for this option.
General positive 
comment

Likes small garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

how do we get a smaller
Downsize 
confusion

I LOVE this program. The volume of Utah residents who couldn't care less about recycling is shocking. This is a great way to get people 
to give it more serious thought. It seems like many people aren't aware of this option.

General positive 
comment

Size does 
incentivize

This is a GREAT idea!
General positive 
comment

No -

i love having use of the small size container
Likes small garbage 
can

I think I could use a smaller size
Smaller garbage 
can

I don't like the fact that residences are made to have all 3 types of containers, and are forced to pay for them even if they don't use 
the service.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

You can change mine to the 40 gallon size.
Downsize 
confusion



The smallest sizes should be significantly less expensive
Increase spread of 
fees

The 40 gallon is too small and the 60 gallon is too big for my household.  Is something in between ever going to be an option?
Downsize 
confusion

love the small one (40) like i have. Could even go to a 20 size and be fine. 
Likes small garbage 
can

Smaller garbage 
can

I think there should be more marketing about the smaller containers AND the largest container should be disproporionately more 
expenseive.  I would make it 3x the cost of the smallest container.People pay attention only when it hits their pocket book.

Increase spread of 
fees

More education on 
collection

I will call to size down Will downsize
no -

people don't know about it? We don't even fill our 40 gal up every week, so don't take it to the curb
Likes small garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Read and head your own words: the city wants more recycling.  Read it again Recycle more items

make the largest size more expensive
Increase spread of 
fees

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

I would like the city to provide an even smaller, cheaper garbage can than the 40 gallon.
Smaller garbage 
can

I hardly ever fill my can all the way
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Please keep current prices - low income familes cannot afford to pay any more for this service! Too expensive

As I understand, the default container size is the largest - to properly incentivize wast reduction, the city should start with the smallest 
and the effort should be on the consumer to change to a larger size.  Also as cost structuring is set-up, the city is incentivized to have 
consumers use the largest containers and it's a bit of a zero sum game.  Perhaps a better incentive for the resident would be a flat fee 
for city services (waste, green waste, recycling) and the 40 gal container is "no charge". The larger containers have additional fees.  
Also, I think the larger containers should have a stronger proportionate fee increase to discourage the larger containers. However, I 
don't think this is the best way to incentivize waste reduction, I don't believe people connect directly the size of their trash with the 
amount of wasteful products they purchase and use.

Increase spread of 
fees

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I have the smallest can and still only put it out about every third week. Three adults live in my house. I donâ€™t understand how 
people can create so much waste that theyâ€™d need a bigger can and would put it out weekly. There must be a need for more 
education - about recycling, reducing waste, not putting the can out when itâ€™s not full, options for cheaper smaller cans, and 
more! Waste reduction

Increase spread of 
fees

More education on 
collection

More education on 
recycling

i have many friends outside of city limits who wish they had this service
General positive 
comment

Glad they're offered
General positive 
comment

Encouraging less trash is so important!!!
Size does 
incentivize

Not considering, one week I need Big and another a small.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

none -

This seems very fair!
General positive 
comment

It still takes a month to fill my 40 Gallon.
Smaller garbage 
can

I love being able to have a smaller can. I think it would be neat to have optional stars on some for passerby â€œthis size can saves x 
amount of garbage from our landfill each yearâ€ , etc

Likes small garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans



Should offer other size cans for recycling also
Smaller 
blue/brown cans

Where are the fees for the new large developments being built?  They are still generating the same amount of waste compraed to the 
cans shown above but are not represented in the image. City growth anxiety 

I didn't realize there are THREE sizes. I have been contemplating downsizing.
Downsize 
confusion

smaller size is great for us
Likes small garbage 
can

I appreciate the size availability as I usually only put out the garbage container every other week during the spring/summer months.
General positive 
comment

It is absolutely fair. The only way people are going to recycle more or choose to buy less bulky items is to charge them for all the 
garbage they consume.

General positive 
comment

Recycling 
important

It would be nice to know exactly how to order a smaller one.
Downsize 
confusion

It upsets me to see a couple living alone in one house using a large garbage container and no recycling container
Recycling 
important Waste reduction

It doesn't really take into account weight.  Small containers don't always equate to less garbage and when you use larger cans, it 
eliminates most of the call to haul need I would have.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Fee structure 
unfair

I like the larger can to diposer larger items (sometimes), but a pickup each other week would be enough
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Likes big garbage 
cans

with the changes to recycling rules, I"m not sure what the impact will be to this system. Wish we had ways to recycle more things 
locally. Recycle more items
We don't fill 40 gal waste can cuz we recycle. Please staple Please Recycle boxes notes on garbage cans filled with empty cardboard 
boxes.

More education on 
recycling

Recycling 
important

I use a larger can although largely so it's not necessary to drag it to the street every week.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Likes big garbage 
cans

A bigger container may not mean more waste sent out. Some weeks nothing goes out etc.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Don't think size of container incentivize waste reduction.  If you need a certain size you need it where it is for the size of the family or 
you don't have to put out as often.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

If you can get whatever size you want, how does it decrease waste?
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I could probably get smaller containers
Smaller garbage 
can

Too expensive Too expensive

My waste needs fluctuate. If I choose a smaller container, there are weeks when I need more space. 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

I would use smaller containers if available. 
Smaller garbage 
can

They are fine for my needs
General positive 
comment

i have exactly the same containers as the City gave me in 1990--how do I know how big they are?  if i wanted a smaller can, how 
would i get that?  how come the city council ignores us?

Downsize 
confusion

If the 60 and 40 gallon size prices were much more significant in savings, more people might change.
Increase spread of 
fees

No -



If it's not full, just wait another week until it is.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

I don't think most people are aware of the different fees because they don't study their water bills very closely. When I lived in 
Indiana, we had to buy stickers from the city to put on our trash. That made people much more aware of how much they threw away, 
as you had to put a sticker on every trash bag.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I think that price increases should be steep for the big bins and minimal for the little bins To encourage more people to switch to a 
little bins. The people who I know who have big bins donâ€™t need them

Increase spread of 
fees

They seem fine
General positive 
comment

smaller container may be used by home with trash compactor, thereby  using the same landfill space and not paying their share. Cheat System

There should be a 20 gallon size as well. With our household of 3 people, our 40 gallon can is less than 1/4 full.
Smaller garbage 
can

I LOVE being able to use a smaller size.  
Likes small garbage 
can

Maybe offer every other week pick ups for reduced cost
Every-other-week 
or share cans

What about a 20 or 30 gallon can?
Smaller garbage 
can

Not sure why you are incentivizing recycling when the recycle market is over saturated and returns are minimal. Questions recycling 
they are very expensive.  The county doesn't charge nearly as much as the city. Too expensive

Could offer an even smaller size
Smaller garbage 
can

I fill up the blue recycle container much faster than the green one.  Sometimes I have to wait an extra week to complete the blue 
recycling but do not want to have an extra container.

Recycling 
important

Every-other-week 
or share cans

I agree residents should pay more for more garbage produced. 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

we may try reducing the size of waste can.  the brown an blue cans are already a good size,  tho. don't reduce those.
Recycling 
important

Compost 
important

Smaller garbage 
can

What to do when can becomes damaged from frequent handling? Service complaint

I don't want to pay for a yard waste container for all year, but seasonally need a large container.
Compost 
important

Waste is going is primarily a function of family size, and I don't think families will change their habits based on container size...in other 
words, "it is what it is."

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Iâ€™m using the container that was there when I bought my house. Itâ€™s the largest size. We rarely fill it, but Iâ€™ve never 
bothered to call and have it replaced.

Likes big garbage 
can

I opted for the smallest can. It more than meets my needs
Likes small garbage 
can

I don't remember any information on this.  It would be helpful to receive something that tells me my current size is X, and then 
something that shows me the available sizes, both larger and smaller, to choose from.

Downsize 
confusion

I think the only option should be 40 gallons. If that would be too tough, only 40 and 60 One can size
Likes small garbage 
can

Higher fees to incentivize less waste. 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual



Could offer even a smaller container. 
Smaller garbage 
can

How can one change cans?
Downsize 
confusion

The 60 and 90 gallon bins should be more expensive with the 90 being much higher priced.
Increase spread of 
fees

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

I fill a 40 gallon container about once a month. It would be nice for additional incentives based on how often I require pickup.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

no -

If fees all become same I would consider getting larger can and stop separating recy ling and lawn waste.
Size does 
incentivize

This is closelyl linked to what can be effectively recycled and how to do it, eg plastic bags are ok if put into a Smith's container
Recycling 
important

Offer even smaller! I fill 40 gallon 1x a month or less. 
Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

good idea; but confused by your statement in this section about encouraging more recycling when less recyclable goods are accepted 
General positive 
comment Questions recycling

make the smaller one cheaper, and the larger ones more costly
Increase spread of 
fees

I think the size options are perfect. I would be ok with charging even more for the 90 gallon to incentivize less trash. However I do 
realize this could unfairly hit large families. 

Increase spread of 
fees

Annual choice options would be nice.
Downsize 
confusion

for an extra $3, why wouldn't I just take the extra 30 gallons?
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

We NEVER fill our garbage can up and we are a family of 5. Bins too big 
In all the years that I have used the service, I have never considered saving a few dollars a month by reducing my container size as a 
prompt to think about reduce my garbage waste. I never want to find myself with a container too small when I want to get rid of my 
garbage. 

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

the smaller size is more than adequate for me and I usually only put that out once a month
Likes small garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

i would like to downsize, but I do not want to pay the can change fee
Downsize 
confusion

i have the 90 gal, but do not put it curbside weekly thus should not have to pay weekly
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Likes big garbage 
cans

I think the fees for the larger containers should be even more - certainly more $ per gallon (right now, there is a discounted rate per 
gallon for the 60 and 90 gallon compared with the 40 gallon).

Increase spread of 
fees

It used to be but new restrictions on recycling will force us to need bigger trash cans at higher fees!
Size doesn't 
incentivize Questions recycling

Please make it easier to get a smaller can.  I have called 3 times for a smaller can, but still get charged for the 90 gallon.
Downsize 
confusion

didn't know that I could have a smaller size.  I never fill up the 90 gallon that I have.
Downsize 
confusion

as a 2 person household even with the 40 gal. can many times we would only have enough garbage to put out once a month
Likes small garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans



add monthly, and bi-weekly pick up options at reduced rates
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Small can would force greater thought about waste One can size
Likes small garbage 
can

I donâ€™t understand why I should pay for a can I have to buy from the city. Too expensive

I was not aware of the different options.
Downsize 
confusion

60 gallons need to be priced better. For just a ~21% increase in cost you get 50% more garbage can, so why not just go with 90 
gallons. Make the smaller options a little more appealing.

Increase spread of 
fees

I think the rates should be higher for the larger sizes to encourage people to reduce waste
Increase spread of 
fees

Size matters...that's what she said.
Size does 
incentivize

Small was always good - until recycling took less stuff so then I recycled less
Likes small garbage 
can Questions recycling

Keeping recycling and green waste bins free and having a stratified size for containers made us want to recycle more and use garbage 
less.

Recycling 
important

Compost 
important Waste reduction

I would take an even smaller than 40 gallon container if it was available. 
Smaller garbage 
can

Maybe more education that different sizes are available? I remember we had been in our new house for a while before I saw a smaller 
bin and realized it was an option

Downsize 
confusion

I'm so grateful for the little can...we could go even smaller!
Likes small garbage 
can

Smaller garbage 
can

Should be cheaper Too expensive

I could use an even smaller one.  Since it takes me a month to fill the littlest one.  Although with the new restrictions of recylcables, 
things may change.

Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans Questions recycling

I love his option.  Encourages me to recycle and easier to manage the smaller can.
Size does 
incentivize

Recycling 
important

Likes small garbage 
can

Offer smaller size if practical. Use progressive pricing for larger cans
Increase spread of 
fees

does this mean that our rates will not increase if we lower our containers to a smaller size
Downsize 
confusion

For most of the year we could use a 20 gallon garbage container; exceptions often is when there is doubt if the material desposed of 
is recyclable Questions recycling 

Likes small garbage 
can

I am not aware of how to change the container size. I would have done it already.
Downsize 
confusion

If there were some way to incentivize not taking out the bin if it's not full, that may be helpful (I could even upsize my bin and only 
take it out like once every 4-6 weeks.)

Every-other-week 
or share cans

The rounded cans you used to provide emptied better than the new square ones.
Dislikes container 
shape

I think this system is exactly as it should be!
General positive 
comment

Should allow people to switch twice per year. I use the smalled size, but was sceptical at first because of the charge to get a bigger 
can.

Downsize 
confusion

It was   Terrific when the City Offered Orange Plastic Bags to pack leaves in&gt;Now not nearly as many folks racking up leaves to 
keep storm drains clear&gt; Plastic orange bags is a Small price to pay for the City&gt;&gt;Instead Raise Rates??? Return to leaf bags

I doubt the size and charge causes any difference in amount of waste disposed. Just what do you imagine people are changing?
Size doesn't 
incentivize 



My cans are not put out weekly because they are not full even thought I have smaller sizes.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

I am remodeling my house and for now need the larger container option for debris. Once the remodel is finished I will select a smaller 
size. Will downsize

Iâ€™d love options for pick up every other week, or even a smaller size than the 40
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Smaller garbage 
can

Need large can for large items, but only set it out for pickup 3 TIMES a YEAR
Likes big garbage 
can

I like this set up. As a single, there are situations in which I have to pay a flat fee, no matter how little or much I use. I appreciate being 
charged only on what I use.

General positive 
comment

I love using the smaller containerâ€”except when pulling it to the curbâ€”it is so short that you have to hunch over and it bumps your 
feet.

Likes small garbage 
can

Dislikes container 
shape

I could use an even smaller one
Smaller garbage 
can

I really like that I "downsized" to a 40-gallon garbage container. Not only is it less expensive than the larger container, I see that I'm 
only having to take it out for collection every other week. The larger container was just a waste of money.

Likes small garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

the prices should not be cheaper per gallon as you get larger .  that incentives less recycling
Fee structure 
unfair

Larger landfill sizes should be significantly more expensive to incentivize and subsidize recycling   
Increase spread of 
fees

no -
No -

Just cause the can is smaller doesn't mean you'll have less garbage.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I am happy with the one i have now Thanks 
General positive 
comment

charging me  for large can we have SMALL CAN!!!!!!!
Downsize 
confusion

N/A -

The cost of the mid-sized can should be lower to incentivize more people to use it over the largest one. 
Increase spread of 
fees

We could go even smaller than the smallest container, if available, and if less expensive.
Smaller garbage 
can

i would rather have a large container and have einough room for the few times I fill it.
Likes big garbage 
can

Not sure this provides incentive to reduce waste.  I got the smaller can to reduce my overall spend when I got the glass.  I think the 
garbage generated hasnâ€™t changed.  My garbage can is just full not as opposed to half full.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

We don't even use the full amount of the 40 gallon and could live with pickup every two weeks.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Likes small garbage 
can

I didnâ€™t even know this was an option. This needs better communication. I will be decreasing ours ASAP as we have never filled the 
one that came with our home in 3 years. 

Downsize 
confusion Will downsize

The smallest one is the worst engineering design I have ever seen.
Dislikes container 
shape

I think the incentive should be greater for the can sizes.
Increase spread of 
fees

your penalizing low income larger households
Fee structure 
unfair

Obviously, some times need more space than others. We manage to make it work. Misc



I use the 40 and only take my can out once a month but get charge the same.
Fee structure 
unfair

Every-other-week 
or share cans

go smaller
Smaller garbage 
can

Service cost is $.34/gal, $.30/gal, and $.23/gal.  Looks like the city is incentivizing waste by making the larger containers more 
economical.  While I am very happy to have the choice and choose the smallest container that works, it looks like those of us who 
having the smallest waste stream subsidize those with larger waste streams.

Fee structure 
unfair

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Likes small garbage 
can

Didnâ€™t realize all monthly fees were based off garbage can. Will look into downsizing! Will downsize

We could go even smaller than 40 gal.
Smaller garbage 
can

Smaller cans require fill up faster and have to be emptied every week. Larger cans do not always get emptied every week there for 
saving fuel. The size of can dose not reduce wast. the size of the house hold determines the amount of wast

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I think having different sizes and charging accordingly is appropriate. We have two large cans and my mother has a smaller can. 
Seems a fair process.  

General positive 
comment

I think this system may encourage people to sneak waste into other people's containers Cheat System
Fee structure 
unfair

Households produce the same garbage regardless of can size. I don't think the size of the can influences the decision point if an item 
goes in the blue can or the green can.  Garbage vs recycle decision, sorting happens inside the home. 

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

40 gallon should be less than half the cost of 90 gallon. Scale is off. 
Increase spread of 
fees

No -

They work great 
General positive 
comment

charge MORE for garbage but MAKE GLASS CURBSIDE PICK UP FREE

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Glass should be 
free

There should be a bigger discount for small can, and a higher relative price for biggest can.
Increase spread of 
fees

not sure everyone is aware of option to reduce size and cost - few near me use smaller ones
Downsize 
confusion

Difficulty will be in incentivizing renters! They don't seem to care but neither do their landlords much of the time. Misc

Raise rates for larger cans
Increase spread of 
fees

nope -

We pay for two garbage cans but often only fill up one.  Is there a way to pay for only what we use?
Downsize 
confusion

You're punishing families that have more people in their home. Singles and same sex households etc have fewer people in the home 
and have less needs of a large garbage can. Even with recycling a family produces more. This is very hurtful to minorities and 
immigrant families.

Fee structure 
unfair

Someone who has a larger can is not necessarily filling it.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

no -

Itâ€™s great. More education is needed RE: putting all food waste in the yard waste bin, to keep it out of the landfills. Perhaps fines 
on those who do not separate waste or an incentive instead to help reduce waste.  I think SLC is ready for that. 

General positive 
comment

More education on 
compost

More education on 
recycling

It's too bad the people who choose the smallest size still pay more per gallon than everyone with larger cans.
Increase spread of 
fees



I often donâ€™t have much garbage and will only put the can out once a month, particularly during the Winter months. 
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Even with smallest can I only dump every other week  or every 3 weeks 
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Likes small garbage 
can

As a renter, I didn't know there were different size/price options. Making this better known would be helpful. I believe we have the 
smallest can already, but we could use an even smaller one, or pay less for pick-up every other week or even monthly.

Downsize 
confusion

Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

We actually generate less than 40 gallons a week.  But an even smaller container is not practical.
Likes small garbage 
can

I have a small household and a small lot. I would appreciate the option gor 40 gallon recycling which fits my needs better
Smaller 
blue/brown cans

People are disgusting, on the whole. Misc

Family needs depend on how many people live in the household.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

No -

I need the 90 gallon size for the larger items I put in it occasionally, but I only put out to the curb only once a month.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

The 90 gall should be charged at least $2 more
Increase spread of 
fees

Large ones just shouldnâ€™t be offered. It creates bad habits Eliminate 90 gallon
as long as people use the cans correctly. some people put garbage in recycling cans or vice versa Misc
no -

I might be encouraged to hold putting my can out one week (skip a week) if I knew I could save a few $'s. But I need the security of 
knowing I can always get rid of all our trash within a normal week. 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

I'm going to change to the 60 gal size Will downsize

consider factoring in the number of times each container is used in the rate structure; ours go out to the curb less than once per 
month on average

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

With the recycling being cut back to bare minimum, the garbage going to the land fill increases. Questions recycling 

I dont think the size of the container changes how much trash you produce.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

 I think the container size is justified because it means paying as much as a household uses.
General positive 
comment

we rarely fill our 60 -gallon size every week. But we want the larger size in case we need to fit something in it. We are producing less 
waste, but would be interested in perhaps during winter months, having the option to have a pickup every other week. (Summer 
trash would get to stinky.)

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I don't think you should charge any more money it just seems like everybody wants to keep digging in deeper and deeper into the 
pockets of those who don't have anymore money to keep putting have you been to the grocery store lately I almost got to starve to 
death cuz you can't afford to buy food time to stop digging in people's pockets that can't afford it Salt Lake City just keeps bringing in 
the people more and more people maybe they need to put a stop to the people coming in the jobs are hard to get and the prices of 
property is totally outrageous and the cost of rent is totally off the charts and outrageous it's turned into greed Too expensive

What options does SLC provide for the OCCASIONAL week where an additional waste/yard is needed (temporarily)?
More education on 
compost

NO -



I have the smallest can and it is rarely even half full, perhaps a bigger cost differential?
Increase spread of 
fees

I don't think that it incentivizes waste reduction. The size depends on the number of people living in the house and the need.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I always consider sizing down but ultimately donâ€™t because of those few times a year that I fill it up. I wonder if thereâ€™s a way to 
accommodate that once or twice a year that it gets too full?

Provide more cost-
saving options

Offer smaller than 40 gallons 
Smaller garbage 
can

The smaller container should cost the same per gallon as the large container.  You shouldn't get a discount for having more waste. 
Fee structure 
unfair

Is it more economical to have larger bins but only put them on the curb every other week (or as needed) to minimize time to collect 
them?

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Satisfied
General positive 
comment

I only need the 90 gallon for christmas. The rest of the year it's 1/2 full.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

no -

It is evident that considerable thought went into designing the smaller containers.  Ironically, they are more difficult to manage than 
the larger containers.  The small containers clip your heels as you attempt to wheel them to the curb, and are unstable when empty.

Dislikes container 
shape

my little can is quite adequate
Likes small garbage 
can

No -

My problem with this question is that I have a larger can but choose to only put it out once a month and sometimes less. On the 
occasions when I have more waste it is convenient to have the larger can. I already minimize waste output and donâ€™t feel that 
raising my rates is fair. This actually creates a disincentive for me!

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I don't think it is enough incentive to reduce waste, people just use what they use and the disposal isn't really part of their thought 
process. 

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

n/a -

All smaller sizes does is make it more likely that if I missed a week of getting it out to the curb there would be problems. 
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Likes big garbage 
cans

I think the options for different sizes are essential
General positive 
comment

I MAY NEED SMALLER
Smaller garbage 
can

Completely support the size - cost differential of this program!
General positive 
comment

The saving from going from the 90gal to 40gal are minimal
Increase spread of 
fees

Charge proportionally based on size
Increase spread of 
fees

Have an even smaller garbage can
Smaller garbage 
can

Since I pay for the containers i should be able to put them out weekly without getting notes from the city that the bins are not full 
enough

Doesn't like 
Enforcement Team

No -
NO more fees Too expensive



I would like to see a smaller size than the 40 gallon, offered at a lower price than $13.75. We have a family of five and rarely do we 
close to filling the 40 gallon up. 

Smaller garbage 
can

Should have something similar for recycling
Smaller 
blue/brown cans

I see the people who have smaller cans shoving them past capacity with things sticking out.  They aren't reducing waste, they are just 
trying to save money each month.  I don't think this encourages reductions in the amount of trash people get rid of.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Can't we fine ways to turn our waste into energy like other locations around the world
Provide more cost-
saving options Waste reduction

no -
I feel like the current size options cater to different family sizes. Misc

We have four adults living in our house. Itâ€™s not difficult to reduce waster although we did have to adjust.
Size does 
incentivize

Looking at my bill I am already paying for the 90 Gallon one. Did not know I can pay less by using a smaller one and dont know how to 
get a smaller one to lower my bill.

Downsize 
confusion

What happens with newer customers (say I moved out of an apartment who did all the trash)? Or we have a new baby? I may not 
know what size container is right. Worth considering how to approach - maybe 1 free size change a year?

Downsize 
confusion

The annual fee on the 9o gallons is the same value i used to pay for my house tax in 1980.Totally out of wack and you plan to increase 
the fees. Too expensive

We have two and we only need one
Downsize 
confusion

bigger containers that cost more discourage less affluent people from getting rid of thier garbage or hording stuff etc. It would be less 
admistrative cost  and more simple to have a single size container for everyone. One can size

Fee structure 
unfair

again, even the small container is rarely full, you could pick it up less often
Every-other-week 
or share cans

I love having the smaller size at lower cost. I don't fill it up in the first place, maybe one full container every quarter.
Likes small garbage 
can

I wish there was an even smaller option.
Smaller garbage 
can

you need to look for a new company for the recycling that we can do more with.With out the restrictons on us.
Transition to 
private haulers

Didn't realize I could choose different size.
Downsize 
confusion

Who the hells knows what incentivizes people... Misc

Absolutely a good idea to help incentivize reduction.
Size does 
incentivize

No -

We don't need a 40-gallon container. A smaller one would work for us, or a biweekly service (e.g. twice monthly) would reduce 
emissions and thus help air quality.

Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

no -
None -

Mine says it is 48 gallons capacity not 40. Survey complaint

smaller garbage and recycle containers should be offered for people with less waste
Smaller garbage 
can

Smaller 
blue/brown cans

It's fair but I don't think it will influence degree of waste.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

General positive 
comment

When I moved into my home a 90 gallon garbage container was already on-site. I did not know I could change it out until just a few 
months ago. I would just do away with the 90 gallon container as an option.

Downsize 
confusion Eliminate 90 gallon



Raise the price on large cans!
Increase spread of 
fees

I understand the "call to haul" system but I wish there was a way to pay for the city to drop off very oversized temporary containers 
for big trash and yard waste projects. 

More bulky green 
waste Dumpsters/bags

It should be based on how many times you put it out for pickup  not just the size of it,  I might have a 90 gallon one but only put it out 
once a month while my neighor has a small one that goes out evey week  she is putting way more into the landfill than I am with once 
a month

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Yes should be one low price any size. One can size
Very small -
Done households have multiple people and naturally generate more garbage - doesn't make it equitable for them to have to pay 
more. 

Fee structure 
unfair

I reduce waste by simply not putting out my 90 gallon container. That means that the truck lingers for less time on my street. Waste reduction
Likes big garbage 
cans

Offer even smaller sizes
Smaller garbage 
can

If you really want to eliminate the larger cans, make them more expensive
Increase spread of 
fees

Thank you for the choice!
General positive 
comment

I would love to get a smaller size can as my family size is shrinking and I don't usually fill a 90 gallon can.  But sometimes I do and I 
don't want to put myself in a bind when those things happen.  My recycle can is usually full, though.

Recycling 
important

Likes big garbage 
cans

Downsize 
confusion

When I received my cans I didnâ€™t have a choice because I have been living in SLC so long 
Downsize 
confusion

I could even use a smaller size waste bin
Smaller garbage 
can

The per-gallon charge should go UP for people who waste more, not DOWN as is currently done. You must create a disincentive. Basic 
economics. 

Increase spread of 
fees

As recycling services are reduced the waste can size is increased wheres the incentives?
Increase spread of 
fees

This system works for single family homes but not so much for multi-unit locations. Misc
I am a college student that rents, and we just use the bins that we receive in the house. I am not sure what size we use, but I think 
offering lower sizes are great. 

General positive 
comment

then take back the cans I DON'T use and give me a credit! I am tired of being nickle and dimed to death by the city!! More people 
more garbage and you still can't make ends meet!!!

Provide more cost-
saving options Too expensive

possible to have further incentives for pick up frequency? we dont need the trash picked up each week
Every-other-week 
or share cans

N/A -

Rates are too high city needs to be more responsible and cut costs
Provide more cost-
saving options Too expensive

It's ridicules - even if you have a big can you don't have to fill it up!  I would be surprized if it saves any money for the city  to offer the 
different sizes.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

It seems like it might be better to match size of can to number of people in a household. This can be based on recommended waste 
amounts per individual. I have no idea of how this can actually be enforced, but it seems like aligning this with educational initiatives 
on waste production may be a way forward here.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

If waste reduction is the focus, start at restaurants, and businesses. Ban plastic city-wide.
Recycling 
important Misc



Sizing is fine--pricing is regressive wrt the intent: cost per gallon should go up STEEPLY to incentivize waste reduction. 60 should cost 
double the 40; 90, double again. (But no additional bins allowed unless you're already using the 90, to avoid gaming the system)

Increase spread of 
fees

Mine suits me fine it usually only goes out 2 times a month
Every-other-week 
or share cans

No -

Most of the time we could use an even smaller garbage can or could share with a neighbor.
Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Larger cans should pay more.
Increase spread of 
fees

no -

Price difference is too small between sizes
Increase spread of 
fees

But the price should not be proportionate to the size the price per gallon should increase with the increased size can.
Increase spread of 
fees

As a single person I do not usually create a great amount of waste each week. However, with the 40 gallon can I cannot go two weeks 
without having it emptied. Some weeks, depending on having guests or such I can fill the 40 gallon bin. This size seems to work well 
for me.

Likes small garbage 
can

People may pick the cheapest/least expensive one and overfill it. Cheat System

instead of raising trash collection rates, cut budget of our overfunded and oppressive police department
Provide more cost-
saving options

I live alone, many weeks I don't put any of my cans out to be picked up, especially in the winter.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

I plan to switch to a smaller container. Will downsize
Need to refuse pickup of trash cans that are piled too high and lid cannot close! Cheat System
I wasnt aware I had a choice or that there was a purpose to it.  I plan on reducing the size of the can that was here when I bought my 
house

Downsize 
confusion Will downsize

I do not feel cost of container will reduce waste. 
Fee structure 
unfair

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

No -

Please offer smaller than 40 gallon, there are a lot of one & 2 person households that donâ€™t generate 40 gallons
Smaller garbage 
can

We have 4 adults and additional family on the weekends. We appreciate the containers we have.
General positive 
comment

I believe the 60 and 90 gallon containers should cost more. Granted, I have the 40 gallon size, but only put it out about once/month. 
And it is frustrating for me to see people with two or three cans weekly. I wonder if they were charged more, if they would change 
waste use habits.

Increase spread of 
fees

No -

The recent ammendment to recyclable materials causes an increase in land fill material. If Salt Lake City truly wanted to incentivize 
waste reduction they would not have removed recyclable items that were previously accepted. Recycle more items

Taken more steps to make recycling easy and not so picky would help Recycle more items
The more restriction you put on recycling, the more garbage waste their will be. This comment and want is counterproductive and 
contradictory to what the city is imposing.   Recycle more items Survey complaint

Yes, but nothing different than what is already happening.
General positive 
comment

None. -

As mentioned above, the smallest is bigger than I need.
Smaller garbage 
can



Size of cans should be the same.  Its expensive to maintain all these sizes and has nothing to do with reducing waste.  What are 
people doing with waste that won't fit in their can.  They are taking it elsewhere to dump it. One can size

I wish an even smaller garbage bin or every-other-week pick up was available
Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

 I generate little waste, yet pay the same monthly fee.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Expand container sizes to compost and/or recycle?
Smaller 
blue/brown cans

I could get by with a 10 gallon container.
Smaller garbage 
can

I only put the garbage can out once a month on average so I could do with the smallest can but on ocassion, I have an item too big for 
the smallest can so I have a large one for those once or twice a year occasions.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

I would like more information about compost collection. I thought the yard-waste trash can was only for yard waste?
More education on 
compost

Provide even smaller, lower cost, containers, and double the charge for the large containers
Increase spread of 
fees

I would like to see smaller container options for yard waste/compost as well as recycling . I don't necessarily need such a large 
container. 

Smaller 
blue/brown cans

could the City automate usage and delivery of the "right" sized cans?
Provide more cost-
saving options

No -

No such word as "incentivize". The verb is "incent". Survey complaint

I answered 'yes' since the question asked if this is fair, but if it had asked is this effective I may have answered 'no', because I think the 
cost for keeping the larger bin sizes is not high enough to discourage most people, and actually I think the larger sizes should be 
phased out and made unavailable (see my first comment).

Fee structure 
unfair Eliminate 90 gallon

Many don't need the "yard waste", so instead of increasing costs for regular waste, allow people the option to have (and pay for) yard 
waste, recycling, etc., but give them the option to do something else on their own and not participate via the city's plan.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I was not aware smaller waste containers were available. Citizen education materials would probably increase utilization of these 
options

More education on 
collection

Downsize 
confusion

The price should be directly proportional to the can size.
Increase spread of 
fees

no -

how do I change to a smaller container size?
Downsize 
confusion

No -

It incentivizes people using their recycle container as a second garbage container.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

See my previous comment -
The garbage can fees should be proportional to can size, i.e., the fee for a 90 gallon can should be more than double the fee for the 40 
gallon can..

Increase spread of 
fees

As an economist, I would set the pricing higher so that it really affects people in a tangible way. In Salt Lake City, $21 can be 
accumulated fairly easily in a number of hours or minutes, so I don't think the extra cost is going to cause any serious behavioral shift 
at that price point. But you have the right idea for sure

Increase spread of 
fees



I do not always put containers out but I do not feel it is worth it to change to a smaller container.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Likes big garbage 
cans

It has nothing to do with the amount of waste a home produces. It just means the container may be over flowing when the 
garbageman comes around each week. People will get the cheapest size they can and cram it as full and over flowing as they can.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

should give folks a smaller garbage first to reduce waste
Likes small garbage 
can

no -
Expecting individual households to reduce waste would benefit from a more widespread campaign from the city with some clear 
prompting, examples of how to and why and stronger incentives.  

More education on 
collection Waste reduction

if household does not select, issue 40-gal garbage and 60 gal recycling as standard
Likes small garbage 
can Eliminate 90 gallon

I think it is disengenious.  FirstI feel you are only telling us part of the story.  kind of leading the witness.  I noticed at the end of this 
survey you don't let us comment on other options, other than a price increase. or tell us why the cost is justified to go up so much 
without explination. it seems you are determined only to increase your billing and not as interested in our opinions or ways to cut 
costs in this survey.  the amount of garbage dosn't change depending on what size can you use.  If I have a 90 gallon can that is mostly 
empty or a 40 gallon can that is mostly full, it takes the same amount of space in the truck and the landfill, the only difference is on 
those rare occasions when I need to fill the 90 gallon can and would have to do it in smaller chunks over time with the 40 gallon can. it 
is a matter of convience on those rare occations.  "Also if you do the math of cost per gallon the price changes dramatically.  So now 
you are hauling off less garbage for a higher price.  Good for the waste company but bad for the consumer or customer.  Most of the 
year I can go a month without putting my can out for collection.  Why can't I have some cost savings for not using the service.  I also 
have rental properties and at times I go months and the property sits empty, no waste to take out.  I don't get a break then.  Also I am 
tired of you collecting the bill for  street lights when I don't even have one on my street or storm water. it seems everyone associated 
with this bill is only trying to increase the bill and justify it, not answer our questions or make it more cost effective. Survey complaint Too expensive

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Consider tiering the pricing higher for the larger cans to promote conservation - may need to also collect information on people per 
household to ensure its not regressive

Increase spread of 
fees

As a single-family household, even the 40 gal is bigger than we need most weeks. 
Smaller garbage 
can

We could probably get away with the smallest most times, but pay extra for the few times when a bigger can is required.  It's our 
choice and seems fair. 

General positive 
comment

Having a smaller bin encourages us to reuse, recycle and green waste more
Size does 
incentivize

I could use 2 90'2 but because I'm a multi-unit place I have to get a container. I don't like this option. Service complaint
Sizes are good but not the prices Too expensive

They seem to be sized well.
General positive 
comment

I definitely support an increased cost on waste receptacles 
General positive 
comment

We have all 90 gall sized cans. And we fill the garbage & recycling equally each week. 
Likes big garbage 
can

As a family of just two, even the 40 gallons feels big -- we only put it out every other week. 
Likes small garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

I had a family of 5 with 3 teenagers (big eaters!!) and NEVER needed more space for weekly garbage than the 40 gallon can can offer.  
Now its just 2 of us and obviously 40 gal is just fine. 

Likes small garbage 
can

I think you need to make this into a huge advertising campaign...for people to choose to downsize their cans!!
Downsize 
confusion



If you want people to reduce wate, the price structure is set up opposite...34 cents a gallon for the smallest, and 23 cents a gallon for 
the largest. The smallest should be the cheapest if you truly are trying to incentivize people to toss out less. 

Increase spread of 
fees

I think the 60 and 90 gallon should be more and the 40 gallon stay the same or reduce the price. Rather than a proportionate increase 
for volume..

Increase spread of 
fees

This is illogical. People won't throw away less. They will incorrectly use recycling bins, overstuff their own cans and irresponsibly find 
alternatives in order to save money.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

No -

Why is the 90 gallon less than double the price of the 40 gallon? That seems totally unfair. If you want to incentivize more garbage 
efficiency, the 40 gallon can should be $5 a month, the 60 should be $20 and the 90 should be more like $30 or $35. 

Increase spread of 
fees

For this household, they are perfect. We have the mid-size garbage container and only occasionally fill it. 
General positive 
comment

but you should charge more for the 90 gallon
Increase spread of 
fees

40 gallon is plenty for me, a single person, most of the time. 
Likes small garbage 
can

I love that the smaller cans are offered.  We very rarely need 90 gallons.  a 40 gallon trash can would probably suffice, but on the rare 
occasions that it wouldn't it would be incredibly inconvenient to keep trash around to dispose after the collection date.

Likes small garbage 
can

General positive 
comment

I LOVE the smaller can. I don't need a big can an so it takes less room in the driveway!!!!
Likes small garbage 
can

Though we have 90 gallon containers, we have full containers only 3 or 4 times a year.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

I like the option to have a smaller can. 
Likes small garbage 
can

Again I could go to every other week, even with the small one.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

No complaints. I agree with paying for what you use.
General positive 
comment

there is an increasing problem with the recycling issue being more picky about what thwey will take. Questions recycling 

Why worry about what goes in the landfill while making us send more garbage there because of recycling changes. While wanting to 
charge more for bigger garbage containers to accomodate what we now can't recycle. Questions recycling 

We pull our cans over grass to our front yard and across the street. More recently we have been able to take them for pick up every 
other week because we have less waste. 

Every-other-week 
or share cans

we could have a smaller one
Smaller garbage 
can

I love it but need more information on how to down grade
General positive 
comment

Downsize 
confusion

I could get along fine with biweekly pickups
Every-other-week 
or share cans

No -

I am glad there is the option for a small container. It takes me 3-4 weeks to fill a 40 gallon
Likes small garbage 
can

People throw away too many things which could be repurposed.  Waste reduction

Regardless of the size of containers, each family will have so much waste regardless.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 



The 40 gallon size is still much larger than we need for a family of 2 - we only take it out to the curb once a month and it's still half 
empty.

Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

I wish there was an even smaller size! We compost and recycle most of our waste and try to be sustainable. If we fill half of a 40 
gallon garbage can a week thatâ€™s a garbage heavy week for us. Or, offering biweekly options for pickup.

Recycling 
important

Compost 
important

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Smaller garbage 
can

the 90 galon carbage container is fine for me
Likes big garbage 
can

This is the best part!
General positive 
comment

No -

I think there should be an option for alternating the weeks itâ€™s taken with the regular (largest?) size of bins since we donâ€™t have 
that much waste to need it weekly.

Every-other-week 
or share cans

We could go even smaller.
Smaller garbage 
can

I need to order a smaller one but keep forgetting
Downsize 
confusion

Make a smaller waste container, please.
Smaller garbage 
can

I have about 1 bag a week. Sometimes I don't even take my bin down. It not worth the truck stopping. 
Every-other-week 
or share cans

I would like to see charges also based on how often you require waste pickup

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

no -

Would like a smaller size option too (30 gallon). I would like to see a bigger jump in pricing to incentivize less waste to landfill. 
Increase spread of 
fees

Smaller garbage 
can

We recycle A LOT and downsized to SAVE money since we are seniors and have a fixed budget. But now the fees are going up again. 
We're trying to survive on all the fees, taxes, etc. we pay every year. It's killing us. Too expensive

Recycling 
important

City needs to be involved in holistic solutions for promoting and investigating innovative ways for reducing waste in community Waste reduction

Iâ€™d say itâ€™s very reasonable to increase the charges, especially for the larger cans. 
General positive 
comment

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

The middle one works perfect for our family only gets a little tight if we miss a week. We recycle most of â€œwasteâ€  
Recycling 
important

Could use even smaller one
Smaller garbage 
can

You punish families, and those single parents who are barely surviving because they have to use more simply to survive.  It is not fair.
Fee structure 
unfair

Iâ€™m wondering which one is the most common size, as I donâ€™t know if mine is 60 or 90.
Downsize 
confusion

I did not know I could elect to choose a smaller bin at a lower cost
Downsize 
confusion

I think it encourages people to put waste where they shouldnâ€™t, and is it one of the goals to have people not trash other places? As 
for the green waste Could there be a chance to have a weekend and have people bring their green waste much as they bring their 
leaves to parks on a weekend or aday

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Compost 
important

Every-other-week 
or share cans

If you made the smallest one free and recycled more than just paper and cardboard and didnt use segway * people would recycle 
more. Recycle more items Language



Each week we have less then one fourth of a 40 gallon container of garbage. The maximum in the 40 gallon is one have full only once 
or twice a year. My wife and I recycle and are very careful with compost waste that goes to the garden.

Recycling 
important

Compost 
important

Likes small garbage 
can

Most people do not know they can switch out their large can for a smaller size, or don't feel up to the hassle of switching them out. 
This is not a useful way to incentive less waste. There should be a city-wide campaign to encourage composting and recycling to 
increase awareness. Also, the city should either provide or offer some sort of promotion to encourage backyard composting bins (the 
kind with worms), with small kitchen composting containers to college kitchen food scraps. Also, the city should allow the special 
recycling bags that other cities allow so we can collect recycling much more easily in our homes and then toss it all out at once in our 
bins.

More education on 
compost

More education on 
recycling

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I generate 5 gal of waste per week max so am getting screwed Too expensive

Cost per gallon seems to go down as the cans get larger. It should do the opposite, or increase linearly.
Increase spread of 
fees

Until this survey I was not aware that there was a choice. 
Downsize 
confusion

Well, now that we have to throw away so much that can't be recycled, mostly food packaging, it's not fair to "incentivize" waste 
reduction in this way. We want to recycle more, like we used to, but we can't, because it's not allowed. Recycle more items Questions recycling
people still throw recyclables in the regular garbage, especially if the recycle bin is full. maybe you need a little stronger message 
about being able to order extra recycle bins?

More education on 
recycling

N/A -

I'm not really clear on how those prices are set. if the volume of each bin increases by 50%, so should the fee. 
Increase spread of 
fees

I keep the largest garbage can, even though itâ€™s usually only 1/2 to 2/3 full each week, because I sometimes need to fill it all the 
way.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Likes big garbage 
cans

I wonder if it would be possible to track how often we get trash picked up? I know we don't always bring it out if it's not full, but don't 
keep track ourselves. A report might be useful yearly or semi-annually

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Please offer a 20 gallon container and make all the sizes and fees DIRECTLY proportional.  As you have it, the bigger containers are 
cheaper by the gallon.  If it is not directly proportional, the smaller containers should be cheaper per gallon.

Increase spread of 
fees

No -

The only people I see using the smaller garbage containers are empty-nesters and elderly. So, not sure how to determine the 
definition of fair. I was actually not fully aware of the initiative, although I do like the idea of incentivizing less waste.

General positive 
comment

Fee structure 
unfair

I didnâ€™t know there was a 60, I may switch
Downsize 
confusion

We don't usually filled up the 90 gal container every week, but there are occasions; like Thanksgiving, Christmas, family parties, etc. 
that we need the bigger container.  If we have the smallest one, what do we do with the extra garbage?

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I think the sizes are a good start but would be interesting to also consider how often the containers are put out.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Since there is restrictions on what we can recycle, we should be able to pick a smaller size container, (blue).
Smaller 
blue/brown cans

No. -

I wish I would have known this when we moved into our new home. We just inherited the previous owners bins.
Downsize 
confusion

I doubt the different sizes are an incentive to reduce the amount of waste
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

The people at the SLC Corp. Offices have told me that it doesnt matter what size you have and the size does not matter. This is 
information that is counter to what I have just read.sw Survey complaint



The small one is plenty!
Likes small garbage 
can

We should increase cost of 60 and 90 gallon containers to decrease landfill waste
Increase spread of 
fees

Because the Call 2 Haul was so difficult to try to establish and is so limited as far as amounts, we had to get and pay for the larger can, 
and we feel that made it unfair.  Until Call 2 Haul replaced street pickup we were fine with the smallest can.  Now we have to pay $21 
more to get the removal done in small amounts over the year.  Not happy with Call 2 Haul at all. 

Fee structure 
unfair Dislikes C2H

Would love a smaller than 40 gallon one.
Smaller garbage 
can

Make the smallest size cheaper and the medium and large ones more expensive
Increase spread of 
fees

Make the price for each garbage container proportional.  If the 40 gallon container costs $13.75, then the 90 gallon container, that is 
2.25 times larger, should cost 2.25 times the cost of the 40 gallon can, or $30.93.  The 90 gallon garbage container is currently unfairly 
priced low at $21.

Increase spread of 
fees

I did not know I could choose my sizes until now, good to know!
Downsize 
confusion

It's a fair way to incentivize wast reduction as long as long as it's well publicized.
Size does 
incentivize

I could easily a 20 gallon or less garbage can. But would expect it to cost less than the 40 gallon I currently have.
Smaller garbage 
can

Container size doesn't affect volume of waste. We have a 90 gallon garbage can, and if it's not full, I don't take it to the curb. 
Generally, it gets emptied every 2-3 weeks. 

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Every-other-week 
or share cans

If it were tactically possible, given our modest generation of garbage we would consider (if it were available) a waste receptacle even 
smaller than 40 gallon.

Smaller garbage 
can

Maybe charge by weight or lower the charge if service nit used in a given week.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

I would like smaller than 40 gallon. We generate very little garbage.
Smaller garbage 
can

If a can comes with the purchase of a home it is not made clear that one could traded out for a smaller can
Downsize 
confusion

Great options
General positive 
comment

I was never given a choice, they just dropped of the large size.
Downsize 
confusion

If available I would also choose a 40 gallon recycling can; that would be easier to handle. I often do not put out any can. 
Smaller garbage 
can

How about a Super Small???  We would get that one, or- have our can picked up only every other week
Smaller garbage 
can

No -

as a small household I am glad to have the option of a smaller can at reduced price.
Likes small garbage 
can

I love this idea.  If the can is more, more people are more likely to put items that can be recycled in the recycle bin
General positive 
comment

Size does 
incentivize

people may recycle more if they have to pay for waste to be taken away

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

We don't even fill the smallest garbage can.  I think it's a great idea having different sizes for different prices!
Likes small garbage 
can

General positive 
comment

I honk a lot of people will put their garbage in the recycle bin to avoid the more expensive charges Cheat System



Itâ€™s a good value for a great service.
General positive 
comment

Good choices.
General positive 
comment

My household only has two people, but the smallest waste can has always worked really well for us
Likes small garbage 
can

I like the options! 
General positive 
comment

it would be more effective if we could recycle more Recycle more items

seems like a fair system
General positive 
comment

I don't currently have an option on the size of garage can and it would be GREAT to be able to choose a smaller size and add 
additional ones for yard waste as they are needed in the seasons. 

General positive 
comment

We bought our home almost 2 years ago, and werenâ€™t aware of different size options and costs associated with them; would love 
information on how to change to a smaller size!

Downsize 
confusion

I would be OK with increasing the cost of the large and medium bins and making the small ones even more affordable as well as 
providing a discount when you don't put your bin out for collection because it's not full

Increase spread of 
fees

Incentivizing waste reduction by making recycling/composting free and increasing trash bin prices to offset is more effective than the 
current approach.

Increase spread of 
fees

Recycling 
important

Compost 
important 

With the proposed fee increases, the savings for using 40 g container versus using the 90 g container seem too small. The 90 g 
container is more than twice the size of the 40 g container.

Increase spread of 
fees

We were happy to switch to a smaller can, as most of our waste is recycling.
Likes small garbage 
can

Recycling 
important

I donâ€™t think people are going to produce less trash because of a smaller trash can, they need to be able to recycle and compost 
more easily, they need to be educated about waste and how to cut down, etc.  

Size doesn't 
incentivize Recycle more items

You should only be charged when you are actually using the service and having your can picked up

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

And often my garbage container (the smallest) is not put at the curb every week -- not full!
Every-other-week 
or share cans

I donâ€™t know how.to determine size.
Downsize 
confusion

I could prob use a smaller one most of the time, but not all of the time
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I don't know if the smaller containers actually affect people's behavior
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

With the new process we need a 3rd bin.  Thankfully our neighbors let us use theres.  
Likes big garbage 
can

No.  I like this.
General positive 
comment

I love the selection and am very happy to have a choice.
General positive 
comment

This seems fair, but even more so if the rate for the smallest container does not increase. That would incentivize people to produce 
less waste and would feel less like it's just a rate increase for inflation.

Increase spread of 
fees

I found this out by accident and changed to a smaller size immediately. 
Likes small garbage 
can

I like having a smaller one available for a smaller fee since I don't generate a lot of garbage in my one person household. 
Likes small garbage 
can

Large one seldom used fully but needed for oversized items.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 



Yes - there should be either a smaller size or a reduction in fee for the small ones or for those who don't put the small ones out every 
week. 

Smaller garbage 
can

Increase spread of 
fees

My garbage can is actually much too large for my needs so I only put it out about once a month. However, I haven't asked for a 
smaller can because sometimes I need to dispose of large things.  I still think the can-size charge is fair, but it doesn't really work to 
save me money. 

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Every-other-week 
or share cans

I'd like to see prices that are more closely proportional to the size of the container. Why am I paying only 40% less but my container is 
almost 60% smaller? If you want to incentivize me maybe be fair about it..

Increase spread of 
fees

With recycling, the small waste container works well.
Recycling 
important

Likes small garbage 
can

I have a big can for the few times a year that I require one.  Most of the time I would only fill the smallest one.
Likes big garbage 
can

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I think the cost for larger containers should be even higher.  I also think recycling should have a fee. 
Increase spread of 
fees

It may cause folks to pause and think about whether something could go into recycling rather than trash.
Size does 
incentivize

I think it would be worth making the largest cans cost more and the smallest can cost a little bit less to further insentivise reducing 
waste.

Increase spread of 
fees

Charge more for waste cans, regardless of size

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Recommend more progressive cost increase for large containers
Increase spread of 
fees

I still see way too much recyclable waste going in the green can.  With each new tenant I have to beg and coerce to get them to 
recycle

Recycling 
important

It's probably a little regressive, like a food tax Misc

I agree that more should be done to encourage recycling
Recycling 
important

Now that so many things are not allowed in the recycling can I will have to stay with the large can size. Questions recycling 
Likes big garbage 
cans

I wish there was an even smaller one that was less expensive. 
Smaller garbage 
can

It is good to have different sizes based on needs
General positive 
comment

I wish we could go even smaller. My husband and I have the 40 gallon one and rarely use it. We take out the garbage about once a 
month so the 40 gallon garbage can is still too big. I would love to pay even less for less frequent pick up or a smaller bin.

Likes small garbage 
can

Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

I like that the recycling and compost containers are big - we fill these weekly but rarely our trash
Recycling 
important

Compost 
important

Prices should be more in proportion to sizeâ€”i.e. incentivize using smallest can possible by making 40 gallon &lt;50% cost of 90.
Increase spread of 
fees

would like an option for smaller container, or possibility to sign up with neighbors and share a container size to reduce # of stops a 
truck is making.

Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

I tried to downsize via the website, but it never got swapped out.  I only put out garbage like once a month if that.
Downsize 
confusion

You might consider increasing hte charge for the large can. The large can is more than 2x the size of the small, but only costs $7 
more...not twice as much...

Increase spread of 
fees

Smaller options!
Smaller garbage 
can

Size is fine, but I do not even regularly fill a 40 gallon.
General positive 
comment

We use the 40 g and love it!
Likes small garbage 
can



We care for 2 older folks who create lots of waste. Charging more isn't always fair. 
Fee structure 
unfair

I only put my can out when it is full, and I already am very conscious of recycling / compost. A smaller size can would not really reduce 
my waste, just reduce capacity

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Why do salt lake city residents get charged, do other city residents not get charged? Misc

Your charging me $14 for my 40 gallon can instead of $13.75. If you increased the can prices you need to change it on the site. Survey complaint

the smallest garbage container is too large for our needs.  
Smaller garbage 
can

I feel the amount I am paying for a 40 gallon is already exorbitant and it's really too small as it is. You people are so anal retentive 
about what you can recycle that you are actually DISINCENTIVIZING RECYCLING ANYTHING AT ALL. Give me a bigger garbage can for 
the same price and do away with the fake recycling program (which the waste just gets shipped to China anyway) and yard waste 
crap, fire all of the Garbage Police and you'll be saving more money in the long run. What a joke! Too expensive

Doesn't like 
Enforcement Team Questions recycling

Compost not 
important

no -

I have a 90 gallon but only fill it a few times a year. So, I am not usually adding to more garbage in the landfill.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

See earlier comment - As a smaller family, even for all our recycling we could use smaller containers.
Smaller 
blue/brown cans

Smaller garbage 
can

I love my tiny garbage can!
Likes small garbage 
can

Have a can  that is even smaller
Smaller garbage 
can

Except for cheap citizen that take advantage of the city's programs. Cheat System

Have to have a big can in order to put the leaves in from city owned trees.
Likes big garbage 
can Leaf bin insufficient

guess i'm not sure which size i have
Downsize 
confusion

Not about sizes specifically, but the items which can be recycled/composted is VERY limited and almost serves no purpose. The city 
needs to provide the equipment to make recycling more diverse items labelled as recyclable easier and more maintainable. Especially 
if the goal is to keep as much garbage out of the landfill as possible. Same with composting. I can throw away grass clippings, but not 
sod that I remove from my yard... makes NO sense. Recycle more items

there should be an option of bi-monthly or even monthly pick up instead of weekly
Every-other-week 
or share cans

how can I find out what size I am currently using? I don't know if it is 60 or 90
Downsize 
confusion

no -

It should be a pay per curbside pickup / dump.  I'm not special but my garbage is only on 40 gallon dump per month.  All other utilities 
are pay for what you use.  Why isn't garbage?

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

We set out half the waste of others and usually only put trash out every other week in the 40 gallon can, which is almost never full, 
but yet pay more than half of the 90 gallon can. There should be better incentive for recycling the blue can Items and Glass recycling 
should be less expensive. Itâ€™s once a month!!!

Increase spread of 
fees

We love our small container. 
Likes small garbage 
can

Great that I can pick a size and pay less! 
General positive 
comment

Make them all small and then have people pay for garbage tags (like in Ithaca, NY) for extra garbage that doesn't fit in the small 
container.

Provide more cost-
saving options

General positive 
comment Eliminate 90 gallon



The 90 gal can should be about $30/mo to incentivize less waste and be proportional to the volume. People should be rewarded for 
creating less waste.  Or you could reduce the cost of the 40 gal to about $8/mo

Increase spread of 
fees

it might be nice to be able to swap sizes at different times of the year, maybe this is an option i don't know about 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

i think the goal to live waste-free or low-waste is one to work towards, but is also an extremely privileged one. consider a family of 5, 
who have limited access to resources (money, time, etc.) and to education. itâ€™s simple to reduce your familyâ€™s waste if you can 
afford to buy in bulk, which will drastically reduce your single-item waste. or to buy rechargeable batteries to avoid throwing away 
nonreusable ones. or buying a diva cup instead of menstrual pads each month. but those options COST MORE MONEY UPFRONT. in 
the long run, youâ€™re definitely reducing waste and saving money but itâ€™s not always easy for a family to have access to the 
extra start-up costs. in the woke-financial world, itâ€™s often said that being poor is expensive. if you produce more waste as a result 
of lack of resources, i think it is unfair to be punished by higher waste disposal costs and unwise to incentivize waste reduction this 
way. maybe this could be decided based on rent vs. own, utility subsidization, literal zipcode, if the familyâ€™s kids are iâ€™m 
free/reduced lunch, etc. honestly, i think a lot of affluent people arenâ€™t incentivized to produce less waste because a bucket costs 
more. the extra charge each month is negligible. but those with less money definitely get punished the most. (fyi this is coming from 
someone who literally took the whole summer to fill a 60 gal trash can, so iâ€™m not complaining about being attacked here)

Fee structure 
unfair

I am fine with this.  
General positive 
comment

Halve the 40 Gal price and triple the 90 Gal prices as incentive
Increase spread of 
fees

Why not allow smaller households pickup every two weeks
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Didn't realize there were 3 sizes-thought there were only 2 sizes
Downsize 
confusion

We took the smaller one years ago because we had so little trash - but the cost keeps going up.
Likes small garbage 
can Too expensive

I appreciate the opportunity to choose the size that best suits our household.
General positive 
comment

good variety
General positive 
comment

What if someone can't afford a larger size they need? Too expensive

I like that we have a choice of sizes!
General positive 
comment

I wasnâ€™t sure which I had, I may have a 90 gal
Downsize 
confusion

No -
Should charge more for larger sizes than current prices. The small container is way more than we need for a household of two. I think 
it should be sufficient for families if 4 to 5..

Increase spread of 
fees

Likes small garbage 
can

Payment should be based on pick up. If a household gets a smaller can then they will need more pick ups based on the amount they 
are disposing. There are times when I go several weeks without putting my cans out, yet I get charged weekly whether I use the 
pickup or not. 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Wasteful packaging is a key factor in landfill sizes... Waste reduction
The standard size is mostly too large. Those who have a lot of garbage donâ€™t care about prices anyway. They probably get funding 
from the rest of us anyway. Bins too big 
it is to expensive.  I get a 5 yard container at work and it cost 54.00 a month Too expensive

I do not put out my containers every week - it would be nice to have some credit for that
Every-other-week 
or share cans



I'd love the 3-tiered option for recyclables as well.
Smaller 
blue/brown cans

should be way cheaper for the smaller one
Increase spread of 
fees

Love this incentive. 
General positive 
comment

I object to manipulating the public this way. A better approach is to enforce responsible packaging regulations. 
Fee structure 
unfair

every other week pickup is big incentive also
Every-other-week 
or share cans

The fee should be proportional. My small can is rarely full, yet I pay more than half of what the more than twice as big can users pay.
Increase spread of 
fees

Size doesn't matter to us.  We have a larger container but don't put it out every week
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

too expensive Too expensive
No -
No -

It takes us a month to fill our big one. There is no charge for just one, right?
Every-other-week 
or share cans

I guess I don't produce much waste, rarely more than a trashbag and some packaging. My neighbors always fill my can to the top 
when it's put out on the street for collection day.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I limit my household to one garbage bag a week and it's never full. I could use a garbage can that is half the size of the 40 gallon. I 
have switched to handkerchiefs instead of kleenexs as I found that was most of my trash.Citizens need to make changes like this.  I 
recycle plastic bags at the grocery store, the allowed stuff in the blue can, all my fruit ,veg, tea bags waste in the brown can, and glass. 
Others can do this as well.Maybe the city shouldn't even offer the large can. Or don't raise the prices for people using smaller cans.  
What are people possibly throwing away? Waste reduction Eliminate 90 gallon

I think there should be a larger difference in price to have more incentive to use the smaller one
Increase spread of 
fees

Given the change it what is considered recyclable -- makes it not worth the time to sort it out when most of the trash goes in the 
landfill. Questions recycling 

Bravo!
General positive 
comment

A fee structure based on size of can makes perfect sense.  With only two of us in the house, we should pay less than a household with 
more than 2 people in it.  Houses with less people should not subsidize those with more people.  The size-based fee structure ensures 
everyone pays for what they use so those who use less aren't penalized by paying the same as those who use more.

Size does 
incentivize

General positive 
comment

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

we have bigger containers - and some weeks we don't fill them - so we don't put them at the curb that week.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

We have the smallest can and rarely need more space
Likes small garbage 
can

Rather than everyone automatically getting a 90 gal garbage, it should start with 40 gal  Eliminate 90 gallon

I use the smallest container offered & even it is much larger than I need.
Likes small garbage 
can

Smaller garbage 
can

There should be greater incentive to down size, recycle correctly. There should be diagrams on lids of required cans informing about 
what should go in each can. I own this duuplex and tenants or friends put wrong stuff in cans all the time. 

More education on 
recycling

We only need a 40 gallon can. Reduced cost is nice.
Likes small garbage 
can



They're very useful.
General positive 
comment

Yes, BUT charge way more for the increase in size!!! The 90 gallon should be double or more of the 40 gallon!
Increase spread of 
fees

I didn't know it was the City's roll in controlling how much waste citizens create. Where does it stop? Misc

Didn't know there was an option to downsize the cans. The cans that are at my house were there when I bought it and was never told 
by anyone that I could get smaller containers. Would have been nice to have known that 7 years ago.

Downsize 
confusion

Cost is not a factor for us.  We only put out a given bin if it is full, or close to full.  
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Charge more for the bigger containers. Just by a little, but make it more meaningful to choose the small size. 
Increase spread of 
fees

I think you should charge more for the large waste producers

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

It is a fair way to incentivize less waste but you could go a step farther- My husband and I don't put our trashcans out every week.  
We maybe put it our trash out twice a month yet we pay the same amount.  We do that same for recycling and compost- so paying 
for what we actually use would be a nice service

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

No -

Mine says 48 gallons. Not sure if that's an old size? Survey complaint

It penalizes people with bigger families. Also, if the recycling actually took more items it might incentivize people to recycle more. The 
issue for me is I end up throwing a lot away because recycling has become so restrictive on what they will and will not take now. 

Fee structure 
unfair Recycle more items Questions recycling

Some weeks I have a full garbage can. Some weeks nearly it's empty. I think a system of pay per pickup would be incentive to reduce 
waste, and reduce pickup stops/workload.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

I feel like I never really had a choice about the container size, but I think the 40 gallons should be the automatic default
Likes small garbage 
can

Downsize 
confusion

I think that many of my neighbors have large containers and would probably do better with smaller ones. I only put containers on the 
street when they are full to minimize efforts of waste collection. 

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Likes small garbage 
can

some weeks you need more than the size you have, what are you supposed to do then?
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

I don't think the garbage can will reduce waste. We need to find solutions farther up the processing line. 
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

No -

I think larger cans promote more waste. Free recycling incentives encourage use of the blue cans instead of just putting it in the 
garbage. Apartment buildings should have to use city services as well. They generate lots of trash in my neighborhood. 

Size does 
incentivize

Recycling 
important

Business/MF 
recycling important

People who generate the most waste should pay the most.  Fee for service

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

does the public really know about their options?  education education!  :)
More education on 
collection

i could use  a smaller can the 40gallons. i only leave it out every other week
Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

You want to reduce waste but you are limiting more of what can be recycled, so we are now producing more waste since it can't go in 
recycling. Questions recycling Recycle more items



we have smallest and dont always fill it enough to put out weekly. we use kitchen scraps in our garden. we use recycle bin the most 
and try not to buy many glass products. we have glass recycling close to home though. Waste reduction

Glass recycling 
important

Recycling 
important

Compost 
important

I have a big can but only put it out when itâ€™s full.. in order to only have it picked up when it makes sense. It doesnâ€™t benefit me ( 
because I pay the full monthly rate ) but it does benefit the city. This behavior could be encouraged. 

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Likes big garbage 
can

Even the 40 gallon is big enough that we frequently only empty it every 2 weeks
Likes small garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Another idea is to reduce frequency of pickup.  Most of the time we could get by with the smallest size thanks to recycling.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

I'd like to downsize my green can, but have found that the smallest one is often dropped by your trucks. Service complaint
I donâ€™t think the difference in price is enough to provide incentive; but a larger price difference would not be affordable to many 
families. 

Size doesn't 
incentivize Too expensive

More education to new home owners/tenants to inform they that they can change the container size.
Downsize 
confusion

how do we change our container size?
Downsize 
confusion

Yes when it costs more to pick up garbage maybe people will recycle more
Recycling 
important

Increase spread of 
fees

Lower the cost Too expensive
Yes, Return to the large container everywhere as the medium and smaller containers are so light that they easily blow over and 
spread waiste all over. Have witnessed that many times in our area of Arcadia Heights.... One can size

Likes big garbage 
cans

Dislikes container 
shape

More citizens should care about reducing waste and about actively recycling reusable packaging.
Recycling 
important Waste reduction

I am surprised that anyone would fill the largest container in a weeks time Misc

They are a good size for us.  
General positive 
comment

I switched to the smallest size and was surprised how well that has worked out for me with the other recycling options, especially the 
compost brown can which has reduced my need for a large "trash" can greatly

Likes small garbage 
can

Compost 
important

Recycling 
important

You should charge much less for smaller to insent
Increase spread of 
fees

No -

An option smaller than 40 gallon would work for us (2 people).
Smaller garbage 
can

We have a 90 but only put it out every 2 to 3 weeks, we keep for the odd time that we need to fill it with not compostable green 
waste.

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Smaller garbage container - less than 40 gallon.
Smaller garbage 
can

Is there a smaller size offering? Seems to me like larger cans should cost more. 90 gallons of trash per week per household is a lot of 
material going to the landfill each week. Perhaps a steeper fee (at least double the rate of a 40 gallon) might get people to consider 
throwing out less

Increase spread of 
fees

Smaller garbage 
can

I appreciate having the smaller can option. 
Likes small garbage 
can

I pay for the big container but rarely fill it up. I only have to put it on the curb once a month. I would like to see the bigger cans be 
significantly more expensive than the smallest. $6/month doesnâ€™t incentivize me to switch to the smallest can... and Iâ€™m a very 
low waste household. 

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Increase spread of 
fees

Don't restrict so many products that it forces homeowners to use bigger landfill bins. Recycle more items



Could we have similar reductions in size/cost on the recycle cans and the garden waste cans?
Smaller 
blue/brown cans

I like having the larger size container for when we have fluctuations in garbage.
Likes big garbage 
can

None -
I have the smallest and it is only usually half or less full. I think the smallest should be $10 a month and the largest $25. The middle 
sized one is priced fairly.

Likes small garbage 
can

Increase spread of 
fees

How much additional total program cost does it cost to stock multiple can size options? Might just give out same can and charge 
based on square foot of home. One can size

The size of the container has very little to do with the amount of garbage used.
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

It is an incentive only if the City thinks that we taxpayers are stupid and donâ€™t know how to calculate. 
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Who do you call to change your can size?
Downsize 
confusion

it seems price should go up exponentially and 90 gallon should be at least twice the price of 40 gallon. price per gallon should be 
lowest for the smallest bin. 

Increase spread of 
fees

Charging based on the number of weeks the garbage container is picked up also seems like a way to incentivize creating less trash, 
but that could have other problems.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

We should also be charged per pickup. We fill our 40 and/or recycle bins less than once a month

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

There should be greater price differentiation
Increase spread of 
fees

Default should be small, with larger provided only by request
Likes small garbage 
can One can size

Make the big one much more expensive
Increase spread of 
fees

Maybe make a smaller can
Smaller garbage 
can

No. -

I'm for charging more per size, but i doubt see it changing how much waste people put into the landfill 
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Please please please keep the smaller sizes.
Likes small garbage 
can

I always try and recycle as much as I can.  Thereâ€™s so many different kinds of packaging, Iâ€™m occasionally unclear on what kind 
of packaging can be recycled 

Recycling 
important Recycle more items

Cost should be relative to the account of waste produced per residence. The 60 and 90 gallon should cost significantly more than the 
40 gallon, 60 gal $21. 90 gal  $31. Quit subsidizing more wasteful people.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Increase spread of 
fees

I have a disability and sometimes just put out my garbage every 2 weeks. You don't have to stop and I use a larger container. That 
seems fair to me. Why do you nag me about that?

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Likes big garbage 
cans

I think we should be charged a rate for how many times picked up as well.. weekly vs monthly
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

smaller can needed for those with minimal waste
Smaller garbage 
can



You could offer smaller than 30. I know there becomes additional cost having extra sizes of containers around but if you want to 
incentivize recycling make an ever smaller size available. My family only fills up a 40 gal can every two weeks.

Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

How do I downsize?
Downsize 
confusion

Wish it cost more for so es larger than 40 gallons to encourage recycling and less waste
Increase spread of 
fees Waste reduction

Can you switch back and forth month-to-month? Misc
Cost per gallon currently decreases for the larger the container you get. This pay scale incentivizes the generation of more waste. The 
larger can sizes should pay more to make things fair. 

Increase spread of 
fees

Fee structure 
unfair

A fully rounded shape without stepped-in interior shelves would help.
Dislikes container 
shape

it should be by weight like in japan. then we wouldnt waste so much.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Recycling is a joke and you know it. Charging people more for the waste cans doesn't do anything when most of the recylcing ends up 
in the same place. Other than that I am not opposed to the different prices for the different sizes. We don't throw much away and 
since we have to smallest one we pay the least, which I like.

Likes small garbage 
can Questions recycling

If the default is 90 gallons, maybe it should be changed to default to 60 gallons. 
Size does 
incentivize

entre mas trituren comidas es mucho mejor y usar menor tamaÃ±o de contenedor
Likes small garbage 
can

When you are a single person you donâ€™t have the much garbage.  The 40 gallon container is usually less than a third full.
Likes small garbage 
can

I LOVE my smaller can! 
Likes small garbage 
can

I rarely, if ever, need the full 40 gallon capacity for my household. I think 90 gallons should be even costlier.
Increase spread of 
fees

I would welcome an even smaller container at a further reduced price. As a single person, I don't fill my 40 gallon container every 
week.

Smaller garbage 
can

I like the small size if it is true, I already use little for the garbage pails. I donâ€™t even fill them up.
Likes small garbage 
can

I think this is a great program!  Could the sizes be reduced over time?
General positive 
comment

A better incentive would be to provide the 40 gallon container at no cost and increase the cost of larger containers. I suggest that the 
cost of the 60 gallon container be increased o $25.00 a month and the cost of the 90 gallon container should be increased to $50. 00 a 
month.

Increase spread of 
fees

Size of can does not equal the amount of waste. I have a 60 gallon can because it is easier to move up and down my driveway but I 
usually take down to the curb once a month. 

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Go further - reduce the cost of the containers and "chip" or barcode containers for an additional "use" fee.  Have those who tax the 
system, pay more.  Don't increase my rates to subsidize the abusers. 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

I can't think of a fairer way to do this. Pay less if you waste less. 
General positive 
comment

I love that residents are rewarded by paying less for generating less trash.
General positive 
comment

The cost of the can should be proportional to the size. It's  35 cents/gallon for a 40 gallon size, but 23 cents for a 90 gallon size. The 
inverse should be true. More garbage means it should be more expensive.

Increase spread of 
fees

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual



It is not an equitable way to reduce waste. The highest waste producers will be able to afford the receptacles with greatest ease than 
those who are poorer. Waste diversion into expanded recycling and the addition of an organic bin for composting/anaerobic digestion 
to power would be ideal. 

Compost 
important

Fee structure 
unfair

I think there could be one more smaller size for single person homes 
Smaller garbage 
can

I feel that waste reduction should be incentivez even more by reducing garbage pickup to every other week and add food scraps to 
compost container

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Compost 
important

I like that you have smaller sizes available. As a single person I don't have much waste and rarely fill my 90 gallon can. Will be 
changing to a smaller one soon.

Likes small garbage 
can Will downsize

This may also have create perverse incentive to place non-recyclables that â€œshould be recyclableâ€  in with the recycling, which 
costs the city money and diverts more recyclables to landfills. Questions recycling 
No but the rates should be less. Too expensive
I just moved into my home and did not know there were different sizes. I also don't think charging more for a bigger bin incentivizes 
waste reduction. I think not including glass in your regular blue bin makes it more likely people will throw their glass out in the normal 
garbage. 

Size doesn't 
incentivize Glass in Blue Bin

Downsize 
confusion

For seniors and low income households I definately think the city needs to give us a reasonable discount. Too expensive Fixed income

I didn't know there were options for sizes of containers until a neighbor told me. Since this is my first time owning a house, I didn't 
have experience with that sort of thing. I wonder if it might be possible to send an introductory email, letter, or flyer to people who 
sign up for city utilities for the first time explaining what items on the bills are and what options are available to us.

Downsize 
confusion

More education on 
collection

The larger sizes should be more expensive, e.g. the 90 gallon size should cost at least double the 40 gallon size.
Increase spread of 
fees

We use the 90 gallon size but only put it out every other week, as needed.
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Likes big garbage 
cans

I think we have the 90  gallon cans
Likes big garbage 
can

No -

It might be more fair to charge by weight but then people might dump garbage in their yards

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Price of can-size doesn't incentivize waste reduction; just as charging for recycling (i.e. glass pickup) doesn't incentivize glass 
recycling. Too expensive
No -

I donâ€™t think less waste is incentivized by container size 
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

No -

Until recently I didnâ€™t know there was different options
Downsize 
confusion

THE ANNUAL COST IS ABOUT 25% HIGHER THAN IT SHOULD BE AND THE ACTUAL COST TO THE CITY. Too expensive

A larger price difference between small & large cans might incentivize more effectively. 
Increase spread of 
fees

Wish there was an even smaller size, then I wouldn't mind the price increase but I only put my bin out twice a month if that.
Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Works fine for us. 
General positive 
comment

I would prefer to have a larger bin with biweekly pickup than a smaller bin with a weekly pickup.
Likes big garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

I rarely fill my container. In fact, I would be fine with a container half that size. 
Smaller garbage 
can



 i think your fees reinforce the wrong thing--more waste proportionally more cost; no economy discounts for larger use. a 90 gallon 
container should pay2.25 time (at least) as the 40 gallon 

Increase spread of 
fees

Just penalizes household with more occupants
Fee structure 
unfair

People with busy schedules and busy lives often produce more waste. This is often correlated with poverty. So I don't necessarily 
think this system is 100% fair.

Fee structure 
unfair

Se me hace exagerado el cobro debido que algunas casas no sacamos los contenedores cada semana Too expensive
Every-other-week 
or share cans

The bill for my 40 gal container is $14.45.  Must have increased lately. Service complaint

Seems very reasonable
General positive 
comment

This isn't fair because of the changes in recycling. We now have more trash due to the restrictions
Fee structure 
unfair Questions recycling

Y'all should do the same thing with the plastic recylcing.
Smaller 
blue/brown cans

Plastic bag 
recycling

the low adoption of the 40 gallon size might be signal its just too small, perhaps replace with a 50 gallon size Misc

We have a 90gal trash can but very rarely fill it. Raising the price per month for it will just make is down size the can size. Some weeks 
we don't even take it to the curb because it's nearly empty.

Likes big garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Increasing rates disproportionately on the larger can and keeping small cans less expensive will motivate and incentivize more 
recycling and reuse

Increase spread of 
fees

The small one works fine for us. But our current charge is $14.45, not $13.75 (maybe that's because there were 32 days in the billing 
period?)

Likes small garbage 
can Survey complaint

I think it is smart how the city creates an incentive for waste reduction.
General positive 
comment

Size does 
incentivize

The fee Iâ€™m being charged for my smallest size garbage barrel seems to be higher than the fee you have listed Survey complaint
No -
I've lived in locations with all sized cans. Never seems to be the right size year round. Misc

I am a household of one. I recycle. I pay a lot of taxes to education although I have no children. My parking strip was torn up without 
notice to install an ADA ramp.i can no longer have guests park in front of my home or, put out any of your cans. So, he size of your 
cans question is if small importance to me because â€œfairâ€  is no longer how I feel treated.

Fee structure 
unfair Too expensive

Likes small garbage 
can

Don't force me to downgrade from my 90 gal!
Likes big garbage 
can

No -

I use the largest size, but only take it to the street once per month. I need the large size for occasional use. If we are charged based on 
can size, then I am paying more than I'm actually using.

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Likes big garbage 
cans

Every-other-week 
or share cans

My container is broken and needs to be replaced. Service complaint

Having different costs related is great, though I hardly factor annual costs because I'm lazy and bad at finances.
General positive 
comment

You used to be able to put a lot of stuff in the recycling bin, allowing more space in the waste bin. But now, we have to filter the 
recycling, filling up our waste bins more. Recycle more items

Fee structure 
unfair

Make different sizes of recycling and yard waste cans. Smaller properties do not have room to store even 2 large cans and 2 smaller 
cans ( garbage and glass).

Smaller 
blue/brown cans

if you increase what items we are able to recycle then yes, this is a good way to reduce garbage. Recycle more items



I wish there was an even smaller option or pay per pickup with the smallest size bin.
Smaller garbage 
can

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

no -

good ideaâ€”what if the smallest size was cheaper and/or the larger containers more expensive
Increase spread of 
fees

I wonder if some smaller households could share trash and or recycling bins. I think that would save a lot of money (and stops for the 
trucks which would save money and time)

Every-other-week 
or share cans

didn't know this was an option to change. We hardly use our trash can at all and we have the 90 gallon. 
Downsize 
confusion

None -

I love the variable size garbage cans and fee structure. 
General positive 
comment

The larger sizes are cheaper per gallon.  Seems it should be more expensive per gallon the more waste you create to incentivize using 
less waste.

Increase spread of 
fees

With two members in our household we could usually go an entire month without the filling our 40 gal garbage can
Likes small garbage 
can

It's nice but the cost is high, still.  You have to have a large for families. Too expensive

I could go smaller for less money or even less pickups.
Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

I think you should make the cost incentive for the smaller bin larger - $7 extra a month isn't really enough to deter people
Increase spread of 
fees

how do you get smaller cans
Downsize 
confusion

the garbage can i have was here when i bought the house (90 gallon); i've never changed it. i also dont put my garbage out weekly. 
since it's so big i do it maybe every other week or every 3 weeks.

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Downsize 
confusion

Likes big garbage 
can

If there was a larger difference in price it might be a bigger incentive. While we have a 90 gallon can, it sometimes takes 2-3 weeks to 
fill. Also, having a 90 gallon can is handy when doing small remodeling or other clean up jobs.

Likes big garbage 
can

Increase spread of 
fees

No. I love recyclkng. But many street transits throw garbage into my recycle can. Causing problems. We need to send a message to 
homeless not using residental recycle for garbage.  

Recycling 
important City growth anxiety

the 40 gallon container has worked fine for our family. There are times we don't even fill it
Likes small garbage 
can

I'm not sure the price differences are incentive enough. I'm also not sure that you're going to convince conservatives fully on recycling 
-- they can trash this planet if they all get their own planet in the supposed afterlife, right? Also, if there were a smaller container than 
40 gallons, we'd probably opt for that -- we recycle as much as possible.

Recycling 
important

Likes small garbage 
can

Would be better to weigh each container when it is lifted by the truck. 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

Due to space issues in my neighborhood it would be nice to have the option to have a smaller recycle bin
Smaller 
blue/brown cans

Contain size does not reasonably correlate to waste generation or dumping fees. If you go down this road weigh the bin at each pick 
up.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

No -

During hollidays and celebrations a larger container is usually needed
Likes big garbage 
can



Our family of four rarely fill the 40 gallon. We could go smaller. 
Smaller garbage 
can

How much is the city getting for the recycling items we turn in? Questions recycling 

how do i change the size of my garbage?
Downsize 
confusion

I love the smaller options for garbage container sizes. Keep up the great work!
Likes small garbage 
can

General positive 
comment

offer bi weekly pickup
Every-other-week 
or share cans

Sometimes I just have quite large garbage. However I can afford the more expensive one more easily and it is often not full.
Likes big garbage 
can

The container size should be based on either number of rooms or amount of people on the lease 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

I"ve only seen one person go with smaller bin (me.)
Likes small garbage 
can

I wish they had smaller options, or could come on a bi-weekly schedule to reduce cost.
Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Perhaps charging by actual pickups at each household would be more "fair."

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

This works, but if you continue to reduce what can be recycled it doesn't matter.
General positive 
comment Questions recycling

We have just switched to the 40 gal. The incentive of a lower rate, helped make our decision.
Likes small garbage 
can

When the different options were made available, we downsized to the 60-gallon and it made us better at recycling.
Size does 
incentivize

Recycling 
important

A smaller blue can would be nice
Smaller 
blue/brown cans

But in order to make the customers/tax payers happy and use the recycling bins let us recycle plastic bags... so then we don't feel 
compelled to throw all of the recycling we separate into the regular garbage bins out of frustration from the non stop letters stapled 
onto the bins...

Plastic bag 
recycling

Doesn't like 
Enforcement Team

I have the largest size and am fine paying for it but usually it is only half way full.  But.. when I need the extra capacity I am very glad I 
have it rather than try to put garbage in neighbor's bins.

Likes big garbage 
can

I think this is a useful incentive and I applaud the city's initiative on this front.
Size does 
incentivize

General positive 
comment

The smaller can should be even cheaper and an increase in the largest can seems reasonable.
Increase spread of 
fees

People who don't recycle should get an excess garbage fee
Recycling 
important

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

I could use an even smaller green bin than 40 gal, if the garbage trucks could deal with that.
Smaller garbage 
can

This used to be a free service. Too expensive
I was not aware that different sizes result in different charges. The bin we now have replaced a larger one with no input from our 
household. The same is true for our recycling bin.

Downsize 
confusion

Yes. We have the original size.  Not even sure what size it is. It is not written on the older cans
Downsize 
confusion



More education on how to compost would be helpful.
More education on 
compost

The savings is so small most people won't care.
Increase spread of 
fees

Small households like mine don't even fill a 40 gallon waste bin every week. 
Smaller garbage 
can

If you have the ability to pay for the size you need, then this is fair.
General positive 
comment

I ha e the big one and only put it out once a month.  I like to have the option of putting bigger things in it
Likes big garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

I currently use the 40 gallon and it's still too big. I only put my can out about once a month.There should be incentives for this, too.
Likes small garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

 It may incentivize for families and single household residences, but not for those in multi family, or renters and single-family homes 
who have no control itâ€™s all determined by the landlords. 

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Price of the container does not effect my decision. If you want smaller containers, make it mandatory. If you want voluntary glass 
recycling, then you can't charge for it. One can size

Glass should be 
free

I think itâ€™s great to have the option of sizes 
General positive 
comment

different sizes are a good thing
General positive 
comment

How can one reduce waste with a smaller waste bin?? It's the person, not the bin, Educations to use, reuse and recycle would be an 
option. Not price increase.  funds being dispersed improperly isn't fair to the consumer.

Size doesn't 
incentivize Too expensive

Fee structure 
unfair

More education on 
recycling

No -
no -

The more you limit what we can recycle the more we have to put in the green cans! Questions recycling Recycle more items

Our 40 gallon can is perfect. 
Likes small garbage 
can

I use the smallest bin and still only need it picked up every 3 weeks, so feel I am overpaying
Smaller garbage 
can

Every-other-week 
or share cans

Because the waste stream that people generate will not changed that much. If someone has a 40 gallon trash can, and s/he filled it 
up, then s/he can simply drop some of his/her trash on the neighbor empty 90 gallon anyway during trash pickup day..

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual

I love that we can pick our garbage can size and be charged accordingly. Once I found out about the other smaller sizes, I immediately 
switched to the smallest can. My household has more recyclables than garbage. 

Likes small garbage 
can

General positive 
comment

Recycling 
important

I sincerely hope you maintain choice of container size for garbage.
General positive 
comment

While I like the idea of the variable size can, and we very rarely produce more than about 30 gallons of trash in a week, the fear of 
running out of space in the can and having to delay the disposal of waste is much greater than the incentive of saving a few dollars 
per month.  I do not believe having a large can has an impact on our efforts to recycle and compost as much as possible.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

As one person, even the smallest can is too big for majority of the weeks of the year. But there are cases I fill the whole can and wish I 
had a bigger one. Bins too big 
There should be a plan or way too make it easier for people to try out different sizes.  I have the 90Gal, but probably don't need it but 
I know that sometimes I might, so I don't want to go through a lot of hassle to change to the 60 only to find out that that is too small.  
Although, I guess that doesn't change my waste use, it's just that I'm paying more than I probably need to, which probably doesn't 
impact you.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

really appreciate that you offer the different sizes. 
General positive 
comment



N/A -

I think this is fair on two levels - the first being that if a household has more waste (whether due to habits or simply family size) they 
should pay more because they are using up more space in our landfills.  Incentivizing waste reduction actually comes second in the 
reasons why I think this is fair.

General positive 
comment

Charge more for 
garbage 
produced/single 
individual Waste reduction

The problem with allowing each household to choose the container size is, you never know if you're ever going to have weeks where 
you have a lot more trash than normal.

Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Why have different sizes? Waste of money Too expensive
Size doesn't 
incentivize 

Some neighbors use our bigger cans without permission rather than order a bigger can for their needs. Not always good for us. Misc Cheat system

Wish you had all 3 containers in a smaller size. The large cans are very hard to push onto the curb
Smaller 
blue/brown cans Bins too big

This is a fair way to incentivize waste reduction
Likes small garbage 
can


